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The Legend
Continues.

The Old Standard.
Our M267 Mixer is more than the best selling mixer

of the last ten years. It's the most versatile, the most
durable, and the best performing. You trust it in your
rack-you trust it on the road. And while production
environments have changed, your mixer remained the
same. Until now.

The New Standard.
Our new M367 Portable Mixer gives you all the

reliability and durability of the M267, plus a list of new
features and improvements. We made it over 25 dB
quieter with a low noise circuit - ideal for digital formats.
We added two more mic line inputs, bringing the total to
six. We added peak LEDs. And we gave it 12 and 48 -volt
phantom power for your condenser mics.

What we didn't change was its toughness. It's still
made with a rugged all -metal chassis and manufactured in
the USA with legendary Shure durability.

The New Features.
Without increasing the size, we were able to pack in

dozens of new features and improvements. The M367
has all the features of the M267, plus:

 Input peak LEDs
 Detachable power cord
 Two XLR outputs
 Easy -access side battery compartment
 Headphone monitor circuit
 Output peak/limiter LED
 Balanced, 2 -position mix bus
 Adjustable limiter threshold
 Battery/AC VU meter illumination
 Monitor input sensitivity selector
 Program/monitor input selector
With the Shure M367 mixer, we've just raised the

standards. It's time you raised yours.

For The Shure Dealer Nearest You,
Call I -800-25-SHURE.

THE SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS ...WORLDWIDE. SHURE'
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Its mother was an accountant.
Its father was a Maserati.

Harris DX Series AM transmitters are
truly a breed apart.

On the one hand, DX Series
transmitters are a solid investment.
In fact, their ability to quickly pay for
themselves has been proven in more
than 500 installations worldwide.
Efficiency is the kev. Typical overall
efficiency up to 86 percent dramatically
reduces energy costs and practically
pays for the transmitter itself.

Solid state design - including Harris'

HARRIS
ALLIED

patented Digital Amplitude Modulation
technology - eliminates costly, unpre-
dictable tubes, dramatically reducing
the cost of upkeep and virtually
eliminating unscheduled off -air time.

On the other hand there is perfor-
mance. High quality, FM -comparable
audio performance takes the Harris DX
Series right to the top of its class.
And you can count on performance
that lasts. The MTBF rating for Harris RF

modules is 6 million hours.

In short, the DX Series offers
everything you want in a solid state
transmitter, in power ratings from 10 kW
to 1000 kW (and beyond). Call us today
to rind out how to put the performance
and business sense of the DX Series to
work for you.

U.S. and Canada: 217-222-8200
or fax 217-224-1439

International: 217-222-8290
or fax 217-224-2764
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Production Directors. Engineers. Even newsroom people swear

by the DSE. Which is probably why these stations with one DSE

soon wind up with two. Or even three. Learning is fast. Editing is

easier. Everybody is more productive. Because not only do your

station's multiple personalities get up to speed faster, they stay up

there. To see it in action yourself call 1-800-622-0022 for a demo.

The DSE 7000. The New Speed Of Sound.

The Only Digital
Editing System Created For

Multiple Personalities.

two. Or you'll never keep the peace ."
John Buffaloe. .Chief Engineer

KSON, San Diego

" It's the only digital system in radio that
lets you edit by ear. What a concept ."

Ross Wilson. .Pmducticm Director
K101. San Francisco

it, the USE can do it. Or undo it. "
Bill Schultz...Production Director

103 .5 WYNY-FM, New York

" You install it, it runs, the production
department is happy. Next problem."

Dan Mettler...Chief Engineer
WNDE/WFRQ, Indianapolis

orban
111 A Harman International Company

.ti .1' 'S With
the DSE, time is on my side."

Barbara Sherri,. .Production Director
KQQL FM, Minneapolis

" It gives our Air talent so much creative

ti om, they won't use anything else."
Byron Swanson...Chief Engineer

KKRZ, Portland

For a demo in the Ctic.all Barns Allied Broadcast Center: 1.800.622.0022
Or contact Orban. Phone 1. 510. 351.3500 Fax 1-510-351-0500

Circle (5) on Reply Card



Editorial:

New
horizons

Skip Pizzi,
radio editor

Comedian Steven Wright claims he's a "peripheral visionary" - he can see the
future, "but only waaay off to the side." In fact, that's a skill radio broadcasters

could use right now, with so many changes coming from different directions at once.
For instance, the dawning of this new year found the regulatory front awash with
activity in the areas of EBS, unattended station operation and satellite DAB. (See
"News," p. 41.)

Expect more of the same as the year goes on. By spring, the ER and NRSC will have

concluded the laboratory phase of their DAB format tests, and moved on to field
trials. NAB '95 will likely include some mobile demonstrations of in -hand DAB
systems. New datacasting networks may also be knock-

ing on stations' doors this year, as the FM subcarrier Respond via the
marketplace heats up. BE Radio

Of course, there's plenty more: Established trends FAXback line at
like duopolies, LMAs and automation will continue to 913-967-1905 or
grow in 1995. Digital audio will step up its massive via e-mail to
onslaught into radio production facilities. The cost

beradio©and availability of digital telco services will improve

dramatically as ISDN deployment moves into high intertec.com.
gear. RBDS will gradually make its way into more U.S.

radio stations, cars and homes. And, 1995 may be the
year of the Internet for more stations, as many come
on-line with programming -related information or even

audio services. (Did you know that there are already
more than 100 U.S. radio stations with home pages on
the World Wide Web?)

Given this fast -paced and challenging context, what
lbetter -time to launch a radio -specific, technology- i

centered magazine? Welcome to the first stand-alone issue of BE Radio magazine,
dedicated to help radio engineers and managers keep up with all the changes.

Many of you may have seen BE Radio during 1994 when it began its life as a bi-
monthly supplement to Broadcast Engineering Those who did will notice many
changes in this issue as BE Radio steps out on its own. You'll find more in-depth
coverage, new columns and expanded features, along with a more attractive and
readable look.

Many readers whom we've spoken with feel there's a pressing need for a magazine
dedicated exclusively to serious radio technology. BE Radio is that magazine. Let us
know how you like our new look and content. Also, check out the "Preview" on p. 47
for more details on upcoming issues. Note that the Internet stops at our door too!
You can reach us on-line at the e-mail address below.

As radio broadcasters face their onrushing future, a clean windshield will be
essential - plus side windows and mirrors, too. We'll keep the squeegees ready to
sharpen your focus and widen your view.

4 BERADIO,January/February 1995



MAKE A CLEAN SWEEP WITH

Replace the clutter on your audio test bench
with the Portable One Plus from Audio Precision.
With one instrument you can make 12 different
audio measurements. All in a test set designed
from the start with 2 channel level, crosstalk
and phase measurement capability.

Use the unique AC Mains check function for monitoring
power line problems and the built-in wow & flutter
meter for measuring analog tape & disc.

The Portable One Plus s
built to Audio Precision
performance and dura-
bility standards... so you
know you'll get the same
superior performance in
the field as on the ben:h.

NE
Clean sweeps are a breeze with the graphic sweeping
capabilities of the Portable One Plus. Plot amplitude or
level (stereo), phase or distortion versus frequency

The graph may be rescaled after a sweep, and the
graphic cursor with
numeric readout
gives you data
readings for each
measured point.

Connect a dot metrix printer for hard copy printouts of
both graphs and
tabular data, as well
as instrument panels
and bargraphs.

The Portable One Plus...the sir gle instrument solution
for both your bench and potable audio testing.

.4.011M1-4

Audio .
precision
P.O.Box 2209, Beavet-Orl, OR 97075-3070
15031 627-0832 FAX 5031 641-8906
US Toll Free 1-800-231-7350
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ManagingTechnoloo:

Buying
new

technology

By William Fawcett

William Fawcett is president of
Mountain Valley Broadcast Ser-
vice, Harrisonburg, VA. He is also
director of engineering for the
Center for Public Broadcasting
at James Madison University.
He holds degrees in broadcast
engineering technology and
business administration. Re-
spond via theBE Radio FAXback
line at 913-967-1905 or via e-
mail to beradio@intertec.com.

As in engineering, management deci-
sions are best made with quantitative
analysis. This is especially true in pur-

chasing, where an overwhelming array of se-
lections can cause the administrative gridlock
that some have called paralysis by analysis. If
we remain subjective, we are often vague and
uncertain, while quantitatively we can pro-
ceed with confidence.

Some preparation is mandatory: Get a
good staff/management consensus on just
what functions in the workplace are in need of
improvement. Ask for compelling reasons
why these areas are deficient. Some good
examples are: Is money being wasted on low
productivity? Is the station being put at a
competitive disadvantage?Are there untapped
sources of revenue out there? Is staff morale
being sapped? Is the on -air product suffer-
ing? And so on.

The outcome of this study should provide
you with a reasonable list of needs,
which should be prioritized and
fashioned into a reasonable mas-
ter plan, perhaps extending over
several years.

Next, technical solutions should
be sought, in general terms, for the
first problem that you will tackle.
Consult subject -matter experts in
that area - either on staff or out-
side - to determine who the key
manufacturers and developers are
for these technologies. Then you
can get down to the real work of
analyzing the details of these play-
ers' offerings.

An empirical approach
Before starting your analysis, first

obtain some basic information on
the equipment. A few phone calls
to some friendly vendors will pro -
side specifications (cut sheets) and
pricing information. Thanks to the
fax machine, what once took days
or weeks can now be done in hours.
Take that information and deter-

mine which items are minimally qualified to
do the work. Once you have narrowed the
field, you must make a purchasing decision.
This is where things often stall, especially in
the realm of the subjective. To get through
these doldrums, let the numbers do the talk-

ing. If you don't have a spreadsheet program,
get one. It is nearly impossible to make any
of these kinds of decisions without one.

An initial exercise will determine the selec-
tion criteria for your candidates. Here are
some sample categories: ease of operation,
audio quality, compatibility, durability, ser-
viceability, factory support, distance to fac-
tory, use of off -the -shelf components, effi-
ciency (transmitters) and physical size. Add
your own as appropriate. Be sure to include
criteria that may be unique to your specific
application. Set up a spreadsheet listing the
selected criteria as columns heads. The can-
didates are then placed in rows. Rate each
candidate on a scale of one to five in each
category. Then make a column that will
average all scores, perhaps giving added weight
to more critical criteria.

This simple process allows to you quantify
what you probably already know subjec-
tively. Just going through the exercise will
help you decide which criteria are most
significant. Keep in mind that the best choice
may not be the product with the best score at
this point.

Cost analysis
A second exercise considers the cost of the

equipment. It is best to compare on a cost -
per -year basis. Such annualizing allows di-
rect comparison between candidates with
differing life expectancies or operating costs.
Once again, its back to the spreadsheet -
either a new one or an extension of the first.

On this spreadsheet, columns can include
the initial cost of the unit, freight charges,
estimated repairs during the life of the unit,
estimated parts expense, installation cost,
power consumption (transmitters) and ex-
pected length of useful life. Base the esti-
mated parts and repairs costs on your own
experience or the recommendations of other
experienced users. Add up the cost columns
and divide by the life and you get the annu-
alized cost. Again, each application will have
unique criteria. The life of the unit need not
be exact - just make some relative compari-
sons. In general, you can use seven to 10
years for most professional equipment, three
to five years for consumer products and 20
years for towers. Make your own guesses, but
be consistent among the candidates so that
the comparisons are valid.

POWER MAINT. ANNUALSTREET TUBE

PRICE COST CONSUMP. REPAIRS COST
(10YR.) (10YR.) (10YR.)

Solid -State Name Brand $23,000 SO $8,760 $1,200 $3,296

Solid -State Off Brand $17,000 $0 $8,760 $2,400 $2,816

Tube Type - Economy $12,000 $3,350 $11,388 $3,600 $3,033

A sample analysis for purchase of a 1 kW FM transmitter. All three units are assumed to have
equal (10 -year) lifespans.
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Vermont Public Radio

Sam Sanders, a happy Foundation 2000

user since January, estimates that he has cut

his production time in half

Our unique Edit Controller looks and feels just like the

recorders you work with every day -no keyboards, front-

end computers or mice to slow you down. The built-in

touch screen shows you a wave form picture of your sound

for instant visual reference. There's even an ASRC option

so that you can convert one sample rate to another.

Audio Mixers, New York

Fred Venitsky (pictured) and Jimmy Regan have

the distinction of owning and operating the

most used Foundation 2000 on the planet.

Foundation 2000 is fast and easy to use. Audio scrubbing is

so clean, you'll swear you're rocking reels. Edits are seamless.

Fades are smooth and glitch -free. Plus, you can specify the

"Light Pipe" for direct interface with the popular ADAT"

and RD -8- digital recorders.

[0[1E111110N 2000LS

Designed specifically for broadcast production, this random

access recorder/editor features the speed, the ease of use, and

uncompromising audio quality of Foundation 2000-for less

than $15,000! It's the same dedicated user interface with

touch screen display, real time operation, event based editing,

wave form display, and expandability to a full Foundation

2000 at any time-the only workstation of its kind to offer

this important feature. Test drive the high performance

Foundation 2000LS in your studio. Call 1 -800 -7 -FOSTER

or 212-529-2069 today to schedule a demo.

NIL
Fostex
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Managing Technoloo:
Buying new technoloo.

This exercise may reveal hidden costs
of operation that can make a more
expensive item the best buy. No attempt
is made to address cash -flow games like
buy -now pay -later schemes - such rea-
soning is shortsighted and can ultimately
lead to business failure. Tables 1 and 2
present a few examples based on actual,
recent purchasing decisions.

In Table 1, while the tube transmitter
has the lowest entry price, it shows a
higher annualized price because of its
lower efficiency and need for periodic
tube replacements. At one time, solid-
state transmitters were seen as less reli-
able, but now this technology has ma-
tured and that is no longer the case.

ell -executed
standard technology will

always beat poorly
executed new
technology.

Table. 2 considers the commonly
asked question of whether to buy pro-
fessional or consumer CD players for a
manually operated on -air control room.
Although the argument can be made
that the expensive unit has better speci-
fications, I can't hear the difference.
Perhaps the pro unit has a jog -wheel or
some other neat features, but these may
not be needed in your on -air applica-
tions. If the consumer unit meets your
minimum criteria (from the initial exer-
cise above), then you should select it,
based on the results of the second exer-
cise. If you need the additional features
and can afford the pro model,you should
go with it. But remember, if you buy the
pro model and technology advances as
fast as it has in recent years, you might
see future consumer units outpace the
performance and features of your ex-
pensive pro model during its longer
lifespan thatyou are locked into. (Today's
consumer CD players certainly outper-
form the pro units of a few years ago.)

Some assembly required
This brings up a broader, related is-

sue. In making annualized cost com-
parisons, be sure to factor in the price of
using cutting -edge technology. Include
the amount of extra time that may be
required to de -bug the system. Include
shipping the unit back to the manufac-
turer three times. Include loss of use of
the equipment while you are still trying
to get it to work. And don't forget that the

Table 2.

LIFE STREET
(YRS.) PRICE

IHF/PRO ADD REM. REPAIRS ANNUAL
INTERFACE START (LIFETIME) COST

Top -of -the -Line
Pro Model 6 $1,700

Low -end
Consumer Model 1 $140

SO SO $400 $350

$150* $20 fir $185

Purchasing CD players: consumer or professional? ('-11-1F/PRO Interface has 6 -year
life, so It contributes $25 to annualized cost.)

equipment may become incompatible
with the rest of your equipment if it
turns out to be an intermediate step.
which will effectively shorten its useful
life. In considering whether to include
cutting -edge technology in the candi-
date pool, consider the following rules.

Rule No. 1: Stay away from the ex-
treme cutting -edge. Recent problems
with the Pentium processor (involving
high -precision math) have proven this
true. Do you really want to beta -test
products for the manufacturer at your
expense? Cutting -edge technology may
be unreliable, unproven and uneconomi-
cal. Beware of uncompetitive, "sole -
source" technology.

Cutting -edge technology is always ex-
pensive: A scientific pocket calculator
that cost $500 in 1975 now costs $50.
New 486 computers sell for less than
the IBM -XT (8088) that sits on my desk
doing transmitter logging duty.

Rule No. 2: If possible, let the tech-
nology mature. Will today's cutting edge
be tomorrow's standard, or is it an inter-
mediate step that will rapidly become
obsolete? For example: diskette -based
digital cart machines. Although certainly
a step up from analog tape -loops, they
still require physically moving, stacking,
sorting (and dropping). I suspect they
will be surpassed by hard -disk -based
systems, which are falling in price.

Rule No. 3: Look for products that
use consumer (mass-produced) tech-
nology. Early CD decks cost 10 times
what a decent consumer CD player now
sells for. Some early versions of hard -
disk audio storage devices were built on
proprietary mainframes. Today, most
use inexpensive PC mainframes, and
take advantage of the falling prices of
high -capacity drives due to consumer
demand. The same is true of broadcast
automation systems and many digital
audio workstations. Significant economy
of scale applies when development and
tooling costs are spread over such a
large quantity of product.

The move from proprietary compo-
nents to off -the -shelf components is a
sign that the technology has matured.
Certain devices, such as transmitters,
will never be mass-produced, but many
transmitters use off -the -shelf power sup-
plies and RF modules from third -party

vendors. The use of common, non -eso-
teric technology ensures that the equip-
ment, parts and knowledge will be avail-
able when repairs are needed.

Remember that well -executed stan-
dard technology will always beat poorly
executed new technology. Evaluate prod-
ucts for forward and backward compat-
ibility. By staying one step behind the
cutting edge, you gain great cost benefit,
and you also can better assess a product's
likelihood of becoming the new standard

Deriving a single -figure rating
If the front runner isn't obvious by this

time, a third exercise may prove helpfuL
Exclude candidates that don't meet the
minimum score in the first exercise, and
then compute the ratio of criteria score
to annualized cost (i.e., score divided by
cost). Higher numbers are better.

Now you can place the candidates in
rank order. Select the highest -scoring
unit that is within your budget con-
straints. This should assure you that
you're getting the most for your money.

Maybe you're thinking that this sys-
tem does not take into account other
factors (like the salesman is my sister-in-
law's cousin's ex-husband). Actually, any
factor that enters into the equation can
be literally entered into the equation. If
you find yourself thinking, "Yeah, but...,"
go back and modify your selected crite-
ria or weighting factors. This is where a
spreadsheet helps - you can fiddle with
the system and instantly see the results.

Not all purchases will require all three
of these steps. Sometimes, after the first
one or two steps, the answer will be clear.
Your original gut feelings may be con-
firmed, but keep an open mind, and
don't tweak the empirical analysis to
make it turn out the way you want it to.

It is ease to become overwhelmed by
a vast array of equipment choices. By
quantifying the subjective, you make
use of an important tool. Making deci-
sions "by the numbers" gives credibility
to your selections, and gives you confi-
dence that you are delivering good bot-
tom -line performance. (It also gives you
something to fall back on - and rebuild
from - if unforeseen problems should
subsequently turn your decision into a
disaster.) It's still a crapshoot, but the
dice are loaded in your favor. iR
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MOO Digital Audio Workstation

The Power Studio From Roland
The new DM -800 provides power, speed, portability and reliability like io other system available.

Power Eight discrete tracks with 100 layers per track.
12 channel automated mixing and EQ. Tune compression
and pitch correction. Nondestructive, full featured editing.
Sub -frame accurate SMPTE sync. Optional ADAT, DA -88

or RS -422 interface.

Speed The DM -800 is easy, fast and quick to learn, using
powerful haniware controls with tape recorder style punch in
and out. No computer required.

MIDI Support The DM -800 supports MMC, MTC and
dynamic functions like tempo mapping, bar and beat editing,

control of external sequencers and trigger mode for instant

phrase playback.

Portability All the features and functions you need are
contained in a single 12 pound unit. You can literally grab it

and take it with you. Uses internal and external SCSI drives.

View any level of information on the built-in LCD or plug the

DM -800 directly into your video monitor.

Reliability The DM -800 is a completely dedicated piece
of hardware with Roland's renowned reliability.

Price Incredible Power. Incredible Price. $5995.

Circle (6) on Reply Card

Call today for your free brochure and video.

',Roland
Roland Corporation U.S. 7200 Dominion C rcle Los Angeles. CA 90040 (213) 685-5141 Ext. 756 Fax (213) 726-3267

Roland Canada Music Ltd. 5480 Parkwood Way Richmond. B.C. V6V 2M4 (604) 270-6626 Fax (604) 270-7174



Contract Engineering:

Setting up
shop

By Kirk Harnack

Kirk Harnack is president of
Harnack Engineering, a con-
tract engineering firm in Mem-
phis, TN. Respond via the BE
Radio FAXback line at 913-
967-1905 or via e-mail to
beradio©intertec.com.

M
any broadcast engineers are consid-
ering contract engineering as a timely

..... and appropriate career move. There
are several reasons why:

 More stations are automated, combined
or LMA'd.

 Modem equipment is reliable and requires
less attention.

 Equipment is changing in basic design,
moving increasingly toward computers and
solid-state devices, with fewer moving parts.

 Better facility design at many stations is
reducing the frequency of maintenance
and repairs.

 Engineers and station owners are recogniz-
ing that, in many cases, a full-time staff
engineer is no longer required.

If you are contemplating going into busi-
ness as a full- or part-time contract engineer,

bear in mind the following impor-
tant concepts:

 A contract engineer will be in
business for himself or herself.
This is a new concept to many
employed engineers and entails
more varied responsibilities than
being an employee.
In addition to performing a
myriad of technical engineering
tasks, a contract engineer is also
a business manager, bookkeeper,
accountant and bill collector.

 Rather than being responsible
to one or two supervisors, a con-
tract engineer is first responsible
to self and family, and then re-
sponsible for 10, 20, 30 or more
clients.

 The ability to be flexible in per-
sonal scheduling, to learn new
equipment and techniques
quickly, and to communicate
clearly with clients and vendors
all become more important.

Prerequisites for operating a successful
contract engineering business can be divided
into three categories: technical, business and
personal.

Technical prerequisites
Technical requirements are what many pro-

spective contract engineers are most con-
cerned about. However, it's probably the least
important of the three areas.

The basic tool tit is one of the most vital and
important items needed to set up shop. Invest
in a good, hard case with rubber or leather tool
pallets. The inexpensive toolkits from catalog
liquidation outfits are usually not up to the
task. Plan on purchasing the tool case and the
tools separately; this will allow you to obtain
only the tools you really need. Most contract
engineers can get 95% of everything done with
the hand tools listed in Table 1.

A dual -trace oscilloscope is also recom-
mended. A basic DC to 20MHz model will

suffice in most cases. A good contract engi-
neer also will own or have ready access to
some audio test equipment. An automated
tone generator and distortion analyzer are
ideal, but usually not required. The least
expensive way to obtain quality test signals is
by using a portable CD player and a test CD.
Test CDs are available from Denon and
NAB.

One of the best long-term investments is
an RF spectrum analyzer. Although less -
expensive satellite and cable TV analyzers
are available, they are not much use for
documenting and correcting real -world RF
problems. Professional models, such as the
Tektronix 2710 or 2712, or similar models
from Hewlett-Packard and IFR give suitable
performance. If you plan to do any AM
transmission system work, be sure the ana-
lyzer is outfitted with a 300Hz-resolution
bandwidth filter. This is an option on most
spectrum analyzers. Memory, battery and
printer options are also worthwhile. Be sure
to charge clients for necessary use of the
spectrum analyzer.

It's also important to stock and carry a
good selection of parts and supplies. Keep a
good quantity of the items listed in Table 2
on hand.

You will also want to carry a briefcase
containing appointment/address/phone
book, invoice forms, and a file containing
reference information. The latter includes
pages of printed material that you will need
to refer to from time to time, such as certain
FCC rule sections, wire and resistor color
codes, common electronics formulas, IC and
computer connector pinout standards and
so forth. Having this information readily at
hand can save lots of time and frustration.

Business prerequisites
As an employee of a radio station or

station group, most business functions are
performed for you by administrative staff.

Table 1

2 Phillips screwdrivers (#1 and #2)
2 blade screwdrivers (medium
and large)
Large and small diagonal cutters
Large and small needle -nose
pliers

1 "Greenie" and 1 "Reddie"
screwdriver
60W, temperature -controlled
soldering iron and stand
Digital or analog voltmeter
Wire stripper/crimper
English and metric Allen
wrench set
English nutdriver set

Most of a contract engineer's work can be
accomplished with these tools.
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Ink understand why
broadcast engineers have
a wait -and -see attitude
about new products. Your
station /and job) depend on
rock -solidreliatility and
performance you can
count on.

We'd lite to introduce
you to Mackie Designs.
Over the lastsix years,
we've gained a serious
reputation for bL ildieg
high -value trouale-free
mic/line mixers with
legendaryhead-
room, uftrp-low
noise and unique
features.

M:xers so good
that they'?. regt.larli used
to create rtafor :abei
comr.act discs, feature
movie somc'tracks, and
morecommercial produc-
tion work than you can
shake For
example, )or CR-160416-
ch. miogine rniiers are
usednightly on the Tonight
Show, Coaan O'Brian and
David Letterman Shows'.

As for use at broadcast
facilities, well, we're not
total newcomers. Over 70
U.S. radio stations already
have Mackie mic/line
mixers in place.

Does that mean you
folks aren't quite as
conservative as everybody
says? If so, call your
favorite broadcast supply
house, or dial us toll -free
for complete information
on Mackie's line of mixers.

If you are conservative,
keep an eye onus, anyway.
We want your business
even if we have to wait
five years.

I Me '7.101 in his ad denotes
documented useage oily Manhon is not
intended to inter endalseme it by any of
the television shows listed.

2 Price is slightly higher
in Ca %Ida

EVERYBODY TELLS US THAT
BROADCAST ENGINEERS ARE
VERY CONSERVATIVE. 014AV.

READ THIS AD NOW AND THEN
BUY A CR-1604 IN FIVE YEARS.

3 -band equalization done right:
±15d5 at 50Hz, :12d6 at 2.5kHz
(perfect for voices),1156113 at12kHz.
Far more useful than traditicnal
100Hz,1Khz,10Khz EQ.

Sealed rotary controls -
resist contamination
from dust,
liquids and
smoke.

The Mackie Desigr s 16x2 CR-1W
Mic/Line Mixer. St...3ge5te2 rt-til pyre,
'19952. Available at A me-ea's to

broadcast sLptly
1 t.L5e5.

- - ... "1",- 

41.

 41' 4,-""

Individual
channel signal
metering via solo
function.

7 AUX Sends from 4 knobs.
AUX1 doubles as a headphone
monitor cue via the MON.
Sends 3 & 4 become AIJX5
5 & 6 via the SHIFT button. ,

Two extra buses. Mute buttons
route the channels' sionals to an
extra stereo bus called ALT 3/4.
Route it to the headphones, for
monitoring advance audio cues:
Preview a signal that hasn't been
brought up in the mix yet...
then add it by unmuting
the channel.

UnityPlus gain structure gives high
headroom and low noise at she same
time. Set the fader to center-detent
Unity Gain, press channel solo to
monitor the channel via the
CR-1604's LED meters, adjust the
input trim ONCE, and you re
ready. Because there's 20c113
MORE gain available on the
fader, you won't need to
constantly re -adjust the trim.

Maximum RF protection. Both
mixers use metal jacks and washers
plus a shunting capacitor to de -rail
RF before it gets to any circuit
traces.

Rugged design and construction.
All of our compact mixers have mil -
spec, double -sided, thru-ho;e-plated
fiberglass circuit boards (horizon-
tally -mounted on brass stand-offs
for impact -resistance), double -
parallel -wired faders for 2 -times
redundancy, and electronic
protection against power surges,
impedance mis-matches and
static discharges.

-44

..

Sit. recording studio -grade
microphow preamps with +45K'C

, phantom power. Discrete ci-;ultry
with f-,ur conjugata-pair large-

/ ervit:ergeornetrytransestors
clelTrarE -12e.6dBm E.LN., 300K

bandwidth. 0.0051THG ...ard
ncredibe heacroom.
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"AP-

Solid .

steel main
chassis.

e mono or 4 ster3o AUT gettrits
with individual level and tr.riarre
controls. All have15dB ce d t (-ma
cain above Unity :o boo,: wez k
effects.

Powerful headphone an, (with //
volume control) crives any phon 55 to
head -banging levels even an AOF
production persc n will a vprecote.

Better -
than -digital
specs and headroom.
Both the 16-ch. CR-1604
and 12-ch. M5122 have a
dynamic range os10.5d3 and an
internal 5/N ratio of -176d13.'!aire
getting a mixer that ca -I handle :he
output of digital works;ations,
CDs and DAT tapes without
overload.

4

Unitur, mu ti -
way co typrtibk physical

configuration. CR-1604's
input/output pod rotates to
back (crsati ig a apace -
saving 7 -rack -space Tixen
shown in =ig.1), o -to front
(10 rack 5.123Ce5, shown in Fig.
2) with orr c ptio-ial Rotc Pod
bracket Use the
CR-1604 2n a ta.21et.op Kith
jacks on :he sane plane 35
the controls via the Rote Pod
bracket (=lg. 3 oelow), orjacks
to top (Fg. 4 bel'w). Our
XLR10Mic Preamp
Expander ca n also
be added in any
of these
configuraticns.

-4 chip off the oil block:
F7r-fect fir remotes, ou-

MS1202 12x2 Miaine Mixer
has 4 of the same superb mic

prearn_ps that distinguish our
larger CR-1604, plus phantom

power, 2 AUX sends/ch., 2 stereo
AUX returns, channel patching,

2 -band EQ, 3-way12-LED peak
metering, h adphorle monitor amp
with levei ccntra!, built-in power
supply_ gested retail is
jU5t'Mzi

Almous.P" A°1 --
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Contract Engineering:
Setting up shop

When in business for yourself, those
functions are performed by you (or your
staff). You'll need to obtain a business
license for your jurisdiction. In some
locales, you may be able to apply as an
architectural, consulting or engineering
firm rather than a contracting firm. Those
"professional" firms often pay a lower or
fixed annual rate for their business li-
censes.

Decide whether to incorporate or op-
erate a partnership or a sole proprietor-
ship. Some states now offer a limited
liability corporation. This relatively new
type of corporation may be an ideal
structure for many contract engineers.

Consult with an attorney and/or a
CPA to determine what is best for you.
Retain a CPA or qualified bookkeeper to
assist you in setting up a bookkeeping
system. This is an area you will want to
set up properly from the beginning.
Computer -based accounting systems
like QuickBooks forWindows from Intuit
can be helpful. These modem PC -based
accounting programs assist the user
through setting up income, expense,
asset and liability accounts. Use profes-
sional help to set up your accounting
system, however, because it will save a
new contract engineer many hours of
frustration. Once your system is up and
running, be sure to keep your account-
ing up-to-date. Daily entry of invoices
and receipts is crucial to maintaining
regular cash flow in your business.

Use your CPA or bookkeeper to file
the various tax and reporting forms with
the IRS, state and local tax agencies,
and state employment offices. As a
small business, you will be required to
file virtually the same number of forms
to the same number of agencies as any
large business in your area. Naturally,
this paperwork burden occupies a much
larger percentage of business and staff
hours at the small business, yet it must
be completed in a timely manner. Many
small businesses fail due to a lack of
cash flow and planning for payment of
tax liabilities. Filing and paying tax liabili-
ties late will cost you money when pen-
alties and interest payments are as-
sessed. Table 3 lists the forms you'll
need to file and the agencies to which
they must be sent.

Pick a defmite location for operating
your contract engineering business. It's
possible to operate a thriving business
from your home, but it's important to
segregate the business and personal
spaces. A garage or other such space
can be converted into a workshop and
warehouse. Having the office close to
the shop yet away from personal living
spaces is helpful. This will also help you

Table 2:

Shielded, twisted -pair audio cable (Belden 9451 or equivalent)
RG-58 and RG-6 coax cable
Nylon cable ties in several sizes
A selection of audio connectors, especially XLR, RCA, and 1/4 -inch
phone plugs
Lots of spade lug and ring crimp connectors
A small selection of hardware including nuts, bolts, screws, anchors
and especially 10-32 rack screws
A selection of capacitors including electrolytic caps
Common semiconductors and ICs

Contract engineers should keep a good stock of these supplies on hand.

keep expenses
straight and take
tax deductions for
the costs of main-
taining an office in
the home. Be sure
to check any local
ordinances per-
taining to home
offices, however.

Setting work
rates is often diffi-
cult. The most
common mistake
is charging too
little. Before set-
ting your rates,
check with other
technical service

Table 3:
Internal Revenue Service:
Annual Income Tax or Corporate Tax
Monthly or quarterly 941 (withholding) tax returns

State Tax Commission:
Income Tax
Sales Tax
Employment Security Tax

Local Tax Commission:
Property Tax
Business License Tax

Ignorance is no defense against tax
covers all the agencies and taxes that contract engineers are
likely to deal with.

businesses, such as 2 -way radio shops,
copier repair firms and on -site com-
puter repair companies. A contract en-
gineer who knows what he or she is
doing and is efficient should charge at
least as much as these businesses. After
being in business for a while, you will
find that what you make is a lot less
than what you charge. So make sure
you charge enough.

Obtain proper liability and general
coverage insurance. The SBE now offers
its members general commercial liabil-
ity insurance under a group plan for
contract engineers. (Contact Peggy Hall
at SBE, 319-253-1640.) Complete, in-
dividual coverage will cost from $1,500
to $3,000 per year, so be sure to budget
for this necessary expense. (SBE group
coverage starts around $300/year.)Your
coverage should also include your busi-
ness vehicle(s) and a special rider for
carrying expensive equipment. This is
often called an inland marine rider.

Personal prerequisites
Making the leap from staff engineer

to contract engineer is not for everyone.
Having an understanding and support-
ive spouse, family or significant other is
important. When establishing a con-
tract engineering business, it often seems

there is no end to emergencies, phone
calls and work at odd hours. Running a
business on your own or with your fam-
ily can produce a great deal of stress,
anxiety and tension within yourself and
those close to you. Learning to cope
with or avoid such problems is impor-
tant to your success and deserves a good
deal of your attention.

Be prepared to make mistakes and
work through them. Networking with
other successful contract engineers is
the best way to anticipate and avoid the
inevitable pitfalls that will arise.

Summary
Contract engineering is a challenging

and rewarding business. Being self-em-
ployed offers financial and personal time
advantages that are difficult to find else-
where. Such advantages and freedoms
are accompanied by disadvantages and
frustrations. Contract engineering is not
the best choice for every engineer.

Whether you are already a contract
engineer or are just opening up shop,
strive for excellence at all times. Offer
your clients the best possible work you
can muster, while constantly seeking more
and better ways to accomplish their goals.

IS
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Touchscreen Plays Music and
Spots Instantly from Hard Drive
Play Anything at a Touch
Nothing else makes radio as fast or
easy as having all your songs, spots,
sounders and sweepers start with your
fingertip --always on-line and ready
to play from hard disk. And nothing
else is better for fast, exciting radio
than the new Scott Studio System!
Here's how it works: Six buttons on
the left of the computer touchscreen
play what's on your program log. Your
songs, spots, promos, PSAs and live
copy come in automatically from your
music and traffic computers. You
can rearrange anything by touching
arrows (at mid -screen), or opening a
window with the entire day's log. On
the right, 18 hot keys start un-
scheduled jingles, sounders, comedy
and sound effects on the spur of
the moment. You get 26 sets of hot
keys for your jocks' different needs.

World's Fastest Requests!
Touch the Music button at the top
right of the main screen to see our
"Wall of Carts" with 1,000 songs (or
more) on-line! They're displayed by
title, artist, year, length, category, or
any way you like. Touch the song
you want and Scott Studios' digital
audio hard disk plays it instantly.
In addition, all your comedy bits,
spots, jingles, promos and PSAs have
their own "Wall of Carts" so they start
immediately. Or, you can pick any
unscheduled song, spot, sweeper or
promo and put it anywhere you want
in today's log.

1, 2 or 3 Touchscreens
Teams of personalities can add
touchscreens to share control. Jocks
choose whether to handle sweeps
themselves or let the Scott System
sequence automatically.

12:21:38A
Can You Feel The Love Tonight

Elton John
:15/3:57C HIT HM0105 10:14:47
# 1 for 3 Weeks in July, 1994

But It's Alright

Huey Lewis & the News

:12/2:40 HIT HM2608 12:24:40

Win It Before You Can Buy It
Q The Sound at the Tones

:00,0:18C PRO T02214 10:21:14

McDonald's 2 for $2 Special JT
Thru Saturdays Only.

:00/1:00,C CM DA1 103 10:21:33

Bob's Bargain Ban BW

Q: At Westland 4( East Park.

:01/1:00,C COM D.M310 10:22:01

Uptempo Jingle

Q Kiss FM.
:00,0:06C JIN DA1037 10:23:01

:14
Auto

F7

PAOVII

UP

k
4

FT 0

MOW
UP

Copyright 1994 by Scott Studios Corp.

More
Events

9

Options

0

Simple and Paper -free
Weather forecasts, live tags, promo
copy, contest winners' lists and
programming memos automatically
pop up on your Scott System's
screen. As an option, we can also
work wth your news wire to update
and display selected weather, news
and sports copy.

The Best Digital Audio
When spots, promos, PSAs, songs, or
any other digital audio events are
recorded, they're immediately play-
able in all your Scott System air
studios. Nobody wastes time carrying
carts down the hall or redubbing spots
for additional stations.
Scott Studios will even pre -record
your music library from CDs at no
extra charge. You choose double- or
triple -overlap playback (or more) while
recording.

Improve Your Production
Scott Systems pay for themselves in
increased efficiency on -the -air and in
production. Our graphic waveform
editor quickly cleans up out -takes and
works wonders with big productions.

Disk Prices Plummet
Compared to mere months ago, hard
disk prices have dropped dramatically!
Dave Scott and his team has more
digital audio and automation success
and experience than anyone else in
the business! We also offer excellent
leases. Call for details.

Scar Studiad
13375 Stemmons, Suite 300

Dallas, Texas 75234 USA

(800) 330-3004
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RF Engineering:

Antenna
tuning

By John Battison, P.E.

John Battison, BE Radio's con-
sultant on antennas and radia-
tion, owns John H. Battison and
Associates, a consulting engi-
neeringcompanyin Loudonville,
near Columbus, OH. Respond
via the BE Radio FAXback line
at 913-967-1905 or via e-mail to
beradio@intertec.com.

The last link between a radio station and
its audience is the antenna system.
Despite this fact, it is surprising how

often this important link is ignored. Taking
good physical care of an AM antenna system
is considered as only a cosmetic issue by
some licensees, but it is definitely much
more. Anything that affects the ability of
those hundreds of feet of steel to radiate your
signal with great efficiency affects your station's
pocketbook - and eventually, your own.

RF tuning really consists of what might be
called fine tuning There is no single knob
labeled "RF tuning" that can be adjusted like
a receiver's tuning dial for maximum signal.
On the other hand, by making a number of
small adjustments and corrections to an op-
erating antenna it is often possible to get a few
more watts out of it.

The antenna -loading control on some
transmitters might be considered as a sort of

tuning control. It is certainly worth-
while to verify that your antenna
loading is correct, so that as much
as possible of your transmitter's
power is transferred into the
"aether."

The height, or length, of your AM
antenna is supposed to have a defi-
nite relationship with your operat-
ing frequency. Anything that
changes this relationship has the
ability to reduce your service area,
or signal strength (although in a
few cases it can have the unex-
pected result of improving it).

For a non -directional station, the
length is usually not a critical one,
within reason. In any case, its elec-
trical characteristics are still con-
sidered when planning the opera-
tion. But for a directional station, a
change of a few degrees in the
effective length of a tower can have
significant effect on coverage and
operation.

It is not often that someone cuts
off several feet from an antenna,

but occasionally someone adds several feet
to an antenna - without meaning to. Consider
broken guy insulators. They may be broken
through age or by lightning, or even by sabo-
tage from hunters or vandals. Hitting a tower
light or an insulator can be quite a challenge
to such mischievous marksmen.

A sudden change in base operating current
may indicate a shorting guy insulator, which
has added new length to a tower. Increased
plate current required to maintain the same
base current could also be a telltale symptom.
In either case, antenna tuning has changed.

A broken base insulator may not cause
electrical problems for a while, but eventually
an RF path will develop across the crack and
tuning will change.

New towers
If you are fortunate enough to have a new

tower going up, several interesting things can
be done. First, make sure that nothing else is

on the tower, and measure its impedance.
Then connect your RF drive line. This should
consist of a large, 1- or 2 -turn loop of copper
tubing, appropriate for the current antici-
pated. The more turns, the higher the reac-
tance of the line.

Remeasure the impedance, this time from
the output of the ATU through the drive line
to the tower.

Install all the additional items that will be
used on the tower, including lighting equip-
ment if used. Remeasure at the same loca-
tion. Now you will have your base operating
impedance. You may be surprised by the
difference between the bare tower and the
tower that is finally loaded and connected.

If you are stuck with a short tower, you may
be able to improve (raise) your base operat-
ing resistance slightly by using a larger loop,
or even an extra turn or two. Ron Nott, of Nott
Limited, Farmington, NM, gave an interest-
ing paper on base -loading AM towers at the
1994 SBE Conference in Los Angeles. In
essence, he contends that AM towers could
be base -loaded in much the same way that
amateur radio operators base -load their
mobile whip antennas. It might prove helpful
to stations with a radiation problem.

It goes without saying that the chief engi-
neer should supervise closely the erection of
a new tower to ensure that all tower joints are
clean and tightly secured. If possible, all
joints should have welded jumpers across
them. The neutral line should be properly
grounded to the tower and all possible sources
of RF arcs should be eliminated.

Tower records of electrical measurements
should be maintained in a secure place for later
reference. When the station goes on the air with
the new tower, make several spot field measure-
ments downtown and in other areas of interest
to the station. If possible, run a radial in these
directions. If it is a non -directional station, the
pattern should be more or less circular. For
that reason it is a good idea to make radial spot

Anything that affects
the ability to radiate your
signal with great efficiency

affects your station's
pocketbook.

measurements at the same suitable distance
all around the station. Then in later years, if
reception complaints come in (as they cer-
tainly will), you will have backup data on "how
it used to be." Although this type of simple
radiation pattern won't compare with one made
using eight or more radials (such as in a real
pattern proof -of -performance), it should at least
confirm that the radiation is approximately
circular.

Of course, if your operation is directional,
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When looking for a digital audio system
for automation of satellite programing or live assist,
there would appear to be many choices. But if

you're looking for a system which is flexible enough
to give you total control without sacrificing your
sanity, there is only one choice. The Phantom by
RDS.

You will see the difference as soon as
you see the Phantom in action. The display provides
you with all of the information you need to see in
a dean, concise manner, without the crowed look
that you'll find in other systems. If you are familiar
with the most popular software on the PC, then
you may already know how to use the Phantom.
The Phantom's pull -down menus guide you th:ough
all of the steps involved in setup and daily
operation, from creating and scheduling docks to
creating and editing logs.

11-A_IVTC0114-
Digital Audio Automation

The Phantom ends the confusion of
automation by keeping everything organized. The
Phantom simplifies your daily operations by
keeping information such as input changes, voice
changes, and dock changes in their own individual
schedules rather than in the log. You can leave those
liners and other voice drops out of the log because
the Phantom will do them for you. The Phantom
allows you to date new schedules to begin weeks,
months, or even years in advance. When your
satellite network informs you that there wil. be a
voice substitution on Thursday, two weeks from
today, you can prepare for it today.

The Phantom can retime spots to fi: them
cleanly into a satellite break without inserting
silence, overlapping, or running late. The Phantom

can create reports to keep you informed on a
number of topics, from 3 list of expired spots to
an analysis of potential mistakes in your log. The
Phantom also maintains a history of system
activity.

The Phantom 1 -.as the features that others
would want you to believe are theirs exclusively.
The Phantom remains ampletely functional during
recording, sensing relay closures and starting breaks
as easily as it does when it is not recording. The

Phantom can fill incomplete breaks with spots
from a list you specify without ruining product
separation.

While ether systems tie your hands and
limit your flexibility by cnly offering 3 or 4 inputs,
the Phantom gives you 6 stereo inputs, using its
AMX-84 solid state switcher, with the option of
increasing the number o: inputs to 14 or more. If

your station is News/Talk, you know how important
this can be.

The Phantom allows you to change the
sampling rate, digital Format, and stereo/mono
settings at will to rreet your needs for an
individual spot. The Phantom offers a number
of digital formats, in:luding the new Dolby
AC -2 format, as an option.

Call us today to find out how your station can benefit from the advanced
technology of the Phantom and tl:c experience of RDS.

1-800-521-5222 ir
912.987-2501  FAX: 912-987-7595

P. 0. Box 980, Perry, GA 30169 I A
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RE I.:ugh Tring:
Anicnim tutting

you will be required to perform pattern
measurements for the license applica-
tion. In that case, future engineers will
have a great deal more information avail-
able to them.

RF loading
Under the heading of tuning, you

might also include methods of loading
to improve radiation resistance. It is well
known that it's advantageous to operate
with an operating resistance around 5011
or so. For one thing, it simplifies ATU
design, but the main mason is that it
provides a good RF load for the pur-
pose of radiation. The greater the ratio
of I2R losses to 1211, the greater the
efficiency of the antenna becomes. Of
course, if R, becomes too high, the
problems of matching tend to reduce
any special gains.

Over the years, various engineers haw
developed some new antenna designs to
improve short tower performance and to
reduce high angle radiation.The best known
method of improving efficiency is top load-

ing Until recently, this was typically done
by means of a top hat or a similar type of
loading at the top of the tower.

The folded unipole
Many years ago, consulting engineer

John Mullaney, P.E developed an an-
tenna known as the Nord for the US
Navy. It was basically a folded dipole,
although he called it the folded unipole
Theoretically, it is efficient when used
with short towers. It also offers reason-
able operating resistance with manage-
able reactance. In many cases, changing
to a folded unipole might be likened to
RF tuning because improvement is
sometimes possible. But for towers more

By making a number
cf small adjustments, it
is often possible to get a

few more watts out
of an antenna.

TOWER

12" HANGERS

TUNINGSTUB -

RADIATING4- ELEMENTS
(DROP WIRES)

TO
ATU/XMTR

GROUND
SYSTEM

Figure 1. The folded unipole concept for AM transmission antennas.

than 90°in height, there is not much
advantage, except that the tower is
grounded, which makes it easier to add
other antennas to the tower(s).

Figure 1 shows the folded unipole
concept. The actual radiator is grounded
via connection to the tower, so there is
no base insulator. It is important that
the tower is properly connected to the
ground system. Poor tower grounding
can cause all kinds of problems with a
folded unipole. The top of the tower
holds three or six metal arms about 12
inches long, from which are hung the
radiating elements. These skirt wires are
brazed to the ends of the hangers and
brought down to about five feet above
the ground. Insulated turnbuckles (not
shown in diagram) can be used to secure
the bottom ends of the skirt wires, and
anchor them to the ground. A loop of
wire connects the three drop wires to-
gether at this same bottom point. This
also serves as the feed point for the RF
drive from the transmitter.

Stand-off insulators (also not shown)
are required to keep the drop wire from
blowing and shorting to the tower, which
would cause variable mistuning.

Begin tuning such an antenna by
measuring the impedance without any
tuning short in place. Occasionally, the
impedance may be just what you need,
but generally it's necessary to move a
tuning stub up and down the tower until
the desired impedance is achieved. (I
usually make the shorting connection
on just one leg until I find the imped-
ance I'm looking for. I then add the
other two legs and remeasure, making
adjustments as necessary.) It's essential
to clean all paint and dirt from the tower
leg before making connections.

Tower records of
electrical measurements
should be maintained in
a secure place for later

reference.

Every engineer has a personal
method of adjustment. Some like to
move the tuning short about one -eighth
of a wavelength down the tower before
making the first reading. If converting
a tall tower (over 90°) to a folded
unipole, it is generally best to start the
skirt somewhere below the top of the
tower. But this operation is rather com-
plex, and will have to wait until a future
column.

Happy tuning!
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By Chip Morgan

Decisions,
decisions...

Digital
storage

('over story

{Bottom Line: Digital audio's high quality and low maintenance
are welcome in today's radio environment, wheretechnical support
time is increasingly at a premium. The technology's high capacity
for integrated control is also well -suited to consolidation and staff
downsizing trends. But the choice of a digital storage format has
become the most vexing issue facing radio broadcasters today.

storage -two
words that can strike
fear in the hearts of

manager, air talent and engi-
neer alike. Digital storage can
mean machines replacing hu-
mans, or it can mean an op-
portunity to gradually become
an expert while the technol-
ogy is developing. If manage-
ment, talent and engineering
all embrace the new way of life
in broadcasting that digital
systems allow - and concur-
rent business trends dictate -
they can use their hands and
their minds to create powerful
new programming elements
that reach beyond their wild-
est dreams of even just a few
years ago.

The first step requires an-
swering some big questions.
Should you buy a studio cart
machine replacement, a pro-
duction room digital worksta-
tion, or a fully integrated net-
work system that provides real-
time audio and data transfer
between sales, production, traf-
fic and the air studio? Can an
entire radio station be run on
a computer network where the
main connection between

workstations is a piece of co-
axial cable? How Will the news
be produced? What about
DAT, recordable CD or mag-
neto -optical systems? Do they
have a place in the radio sta-
tion of tomorrow? And how
will you handle remotes or
field recording?

Confronting these questions
is enough to send any broad-
caster back to bed. Yet the
entire world seems to be leav-
ing the analog domain and
moving toward digital. There's
really no way to put off making
these decisions anymore. To
help you get more comfort-
able with these issues, this ar-
ticle will explore the various
methods of using digital tech-
nology for audio storage at a
radio station today. A little
later, the issues involved in
putting the whole puzzle to-
gether will be explored. But
first, consider the options for
digital storage system compo-
nents separately.

Production workstations
Digital audio workstations

(DAWs) are designed entirely
for quick editing (and in some

cases, mixing) of complex
multitrack audio. You can re-
place your multitrack (if you
have one) with a digital work-
station and do non-destruc-
tive editing down to the wave-
form. In many races, the pro-
duction studio mixing con-
sole and audio processing gear
may also be partially or wholly
replaced by a DAW. Auto-
mated mixing is often included
in the latter type of system, a
feature rarely found on con-
ventional production studio
mixers.

Several units have become
common at recording studios
and in the production rooms
of major market radio stations.
Because digital audio storage
tends to invade the radio
station's production room first,
many existing systems already
have their strong proponents
in the radio business. As you
might expect, there's a fair
amount of contention among
users and vendors of each sys-
tem, based on everything from
the platform used to the style
of operation.

Platform choices include
IBM PC -compatibles, Apple



Macintosh or a proprietary unit. Among
the leading players, approximately 40%
of DAW manufacturers use proprietary
platforms, while 35% use Macintosh and
25% use PCs. This does not reflect the
penetration of each platform type, how-
ever. Because of the higher popularity of
some systems, the Macintosh is the most
dominant DAW platform throughout the
audio industry. But among radio users
only, the IBM-compatible systems enjoy
disproportionately higher penetration,
due to that platform's long-standing pre-
dominance at stations.
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The Roland DM -800 is an example of the
proprietary platform DAW. It uses
Internal, laptop -type hard drives, or can
be Interfaced to external SCSI drives.

The major distinction between classes
of workstations relates to what they can do.
A hierarchy of three basic levels exists: 1)
editing only, 2) editing and multitrack
mixing and 3) editing, multitrack mixing
and audio processing. Other key consider-
ations include the availability of dedicated
hardware controllers (such as "hard" fader
panels in lieu of 'virtual," on -screen fad-
ers), speed of operation, the ability to
network multiple workstations, and most
recently, the ability to directly interface
with computer -based on -air delivery sys-
tems. (More on this later.) Another recent
trend is the cross -platform support that a
few DAWs now offer, either by native
conversion software or via the open media
framework (OMF) interface.

DAWs allow much creative flexibility
and corrective activity. Beyond non-
destructive (i.e "undo -able") cutting,
pasting and copying, other special tech-
niques allow blending, auto-crossfades,
insertion of sound effects and looping.
lime -compression and expansion are
also possible, allowing you to get that
31.2 second spot to time out to exactly
30 seconds, without shifting up the
pitch like a simple varispeed adjust-
ment would. A wide range of equaliza-
tion, compression/limiting and reverb/
echo/flanging or other special effects
are also available on some systems.
These techniques are simple to per-
form with digital equipment, but would
take impossible -to -find hours using
analog equipment.

Do-lt-yourself
Audio on desktop computers is actu-

ally becoming rather commonplace, with
the popularity of multimedia at the con-
sumer level, and the influx of worksta-
tions at radio stations and recording
studios. Low-cost equipment is avail-
able to actually "roll your own," if you are
interested in a little experimentation.

For example, up until recently, the
best you could do with a low-cost PC
sound card was 8 -bit audio with FM
synthesis technology. Now for about
$500 you can get 2 -channel profes-
sional -quality audio cards based on the
same chips used in the high -budget
units, with analog and digital VO, and
>85dB signal-to-noise ratio. You can get
kits of components for approximately
$5,000 that include digital signal pro-
cessors and enough Mac or Windows
software to configure the system as a
synthesizer, sampler or hard disk re-
corder.

You can even get hardware and soft-
ware components to set up networkable
workstations, noise -reduction systems
and audio -processing units. (Some of
the latest desktop computers include
"native" components that reduce or
eliminate the need for additional, au-
dio -specific hardware.) Add some large
hard drives and interface to broadcast
consoles or hardware controllers, and
you've made your own digital studio.
Just remember that you'll probably have
to take the calls at 2 a.m. if the thins;
doesn't work.

On -air delivery systems
A dillerent kind of computer -based

audio system is designed to replace cart
machines, reel tape machines and some-
times even CD players as the storage and
playback devices for on -air programming.
Some systems even replace the on -air
mixing console and routing switcher.

Many of these units start by emulating
cart machines, typically by using a visual
representation of a cart machine on a PC
screen. The manufacturers assume users
want something that looks and acts like a
cart machine, to minimize the intimida-
tion factor of the new technology. IBM-
PC -compatible platforms are quite domi-
nant in this product sector - only a
couple of systems use anything else.

The hierarchy of functions for these
systems is as follows: 1) random acrpss,
short -form storage on hard disk (i.e, pure
cart machine replacement); 2) automated
playback of stored audio from hard disk
3) automated playback from hard disk
plus external machine control (for record/
play interface to/from outboard DAT,
CD, digital "cart" decks or other record-
ers); 4) all of the above plus internal
audio mixing and routing features; and
5) simultaneous control of multiple pro-
gram streams, each with all of the above
features. As you move up this functional-

ity ladder, more and more conventional
hardware can be replaced by the digital
system. (See the related article, "Periph-
eral Digital Storage Systems," p. 24.)

Most automated systems can be oper-
ated either manually, as lite-assist sys-
tems, or in full waLkawav mode. This
allows different users or dayparts to be
handled as necessary, employing live on-
air talent, board operators only or unat-
tended operation.

A few systems act like on -air worksta-
tions in that they replace the function of an
analog 2 -track tape deck in the on -air
control room. These systems can integrate
with your on -air phone system to auto-
matically record phone calls, edit them,
sequence them, preview them and play
them back on command. The system also
can be configured with an array of user -
programmable buttons (real or virtual) to
instantly play back numerous short audio
pieces at the click of a mouse key, or the
touch of a screen icon. This can be invalu-
able for morning shows, news or fast-

The Orban DSE 7000 is an IBM
PC -based DAW with a
dedicated control surface that
emulates a mixer and a tape
transport.

paced, highly produced shows needing
instant access to many cuts. The flexibility
of computer operation allows a different
set of cuts to be assigned to the buttons in
separate memory registers for each air -
shift or program.

From a management standpoint, data
can be extracted to supply programming
and traffic with real-time information about
what's happening on the air. For the first
time, things like real-time song tracking,
spot reconciliation and sales information
are available to managers anywhere via PC
access to the air system. A PD could check
what was played or what is scheduled to be
played without distracting air talent and
possibly affecting the show. Salespeople
could access the system to see when their
client's spot will really play without both-
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ering the air talent.
Remote broadcasts can be done easily

with the air talent controlling the play-
back of the station audio via a PC at the
remote. In fact, the screen and controls
on the remote computer will look and act
just the same as the screen and controls
in the studio.

Fully integrated nelworks
An important new trend is the build-

ing of data bridges between DAWs and
on -air delivery systems that connect
the platforms via an Ethernet or similar
local area network (IAN) interface. A
number of manufacturers have coop-
eratively created transparent interfaces
that allow a finished spot to be sent as
a digital file from a DAW to the spot
library of an interconnected on -air du
livery system. Although a smoother pro-
cess than previous methods, this LAN -
based transfer often requires a file con-
version process, which can take as much
as the real-time length of the spot to
accomplish.

qui

The Phantom from Register Data Systems
is an example of an IBM PC -based digital
storage and automation system.

To get beyond these difficulties, fully
integrated networks are designed to
replace production and on -air record-
ing/playback devices within a single set
of fully interoperable, networked plat-
forms that share common audio and
data file formats. At their best, these
systems allow nearly complete replace-
ment of existing studio audio equip-
ment, and they can provide a level of
integration for station operations that
has never before been possible.

For example, a local station salesper-
son can input a spot order using a
modem -equipped notebook computer,
calling it in from the client's location
(even via cellular phone). The order is
relayed to traffic and production, the
spots are produced on the production
workstation, then copied into the air
workstation without being converted
back to analog. The traffic workstation
schedules the commercial, and it is
integrated with the music log coming
from the programming workstation.
When it plays on the air, traffic and
billing are updated instantly and the
sales manager and general manager
can get up -to -the minute reports with
avails, average unit rates and other im-

portant inventory management infor-
mation.

Although this may sound like sci-
ence fiction, it isn't - systems are avail-
able to do this today. You can get a starter
system with basic software that can work
with a satellite network or local live for-
mat. A basic system could include a hard
disk recorder, integrated traffic and mu-
sic scheduling and a non-destructive
sound editor. Well -designed systems can
be upgraded so you can grow into all the
other parts of a more full-blown system

In such an expanded system, a LAN
can link the various workstations to file
servers using RAID arrays for storage of

many hours of stereo audio, and/or to
CD jukeboxes. The traffic workstation
provides automatic planning and inter-
active generation of broadcast logs. The
production workstation(s) handles direct -
to -disk digital audio recording and edit-
ing with optical disk, CD-ROM or tape
archiving. On -air workstations can per-
form live and automatic mixing and play-
back to air, plus recording of incoming
feeds for time shifting to later playback
times. News workstations add combined
text and audio editing. Remote worksta-
tions can also be added that use ISDN or
Switched -56 digital phone lines to broad-
cast from outside locations anywhere

C
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digital telco pathways are available. Non-
real -time feeds of digital audio files can
come in via modem on analog or digital
phone lines (or via Internet) for later
playback to air.

Many integrated systems are using
standard off -the -shelf IAN operating
systems and hardware. Most can also
support one or more types of data
reduction, often assignable on a cut-
for -cut basis. Some systems are provid-
ing AES/EBU inputs and outputs. Most
can work either as stand-alone units or

in a networked environment
Some systems use one video moni-

tor for audio record/playback control
and display and a second monitor for
visual cues, scripts, traffic, music logs
and other data to be communicated to
a live operator. The log that these sys-
tems follow can contain music titles,
commercial breaks, external commands
and text files. Many systems allow
crossfading between playback sources,
but this requires twice the audio -from -
disk capabilities (i.e., two stereo audio
playback cards). More advanced 'sys-
tems allow mixing of additional input/
outputs for wild tracks, jingles or for
simultaneous recording of one signal
while playing back a different one. Ex-

ternal controllers, such as MIDI, net-
works or contact closures can be linked
to functions in the software. Commands
to external controllers can be pro-
grammed into the log and automati-
cally triggered during a show.

Another developing component of the
fully integrated facility is the digital store -
and -forward system. This is a PC -based
device that receives and stores digital
audio and data transmitted to the station
from a network headquarters or other off-
premises facility. Transmissions can be
direct or file -based (i.e., in real time or
non -real time, respectively). The store -
and -forward system holds them for only a
short time before they are aired. An im-
portant feature of the store -and -forward

Peripheral digital storage systems
Although computer -based systems assume that hard disk
will be the primary, if not exclusive, audio storage format,
other formats may coexist in the short- or even long-term. For
example, CD jukeboxes are particularly attractive to stations
with large music libraries and infrequent rotations (such as
classical stations). In such cases, the recordable CD (CD -R)
can offer some flexibility, allowing locally produced
materials to also reside in the CD jukebox rather than on
hard disk. CD -R can also be used to reduce the number of
CDs in the jukebox by consolidating selected cuts from
original CDs that contain unwanted material. CD -Rs can
also be used to circulate locally produced or selected
materials among sister stations, or for archival recording.
(The non -erasable, write -once nature of CD -R makes it
particularly appropriate for archiving.)

Other optical disk formats use magneto -optical (MO)
technology, which allows erasure and reuse of the media,

along with high
density and
robustness on a
removable
carrier. In this
respect, MO
systems may
be the most
cart -like (in a
positive sense)

The Fostex RD -8 is a modular multitrack
recorder that uses S -VHS cassettes for eight
digital tracks of audio storage.

of the cart -
replacement
systems.
Among MO
systems

available for broadcast use are professional versions of the
consumer MiniDisc (MD) format (offering about 140MB of
storage) and an audio application of the 3.5 -inch MO disk
used in computer data storage applications (available in
128MB and 230MB capacities). Removable magnetic disk
systems can offer similar functionalities, albeit at somewhat
lower storage densities in some cases. Available systems use
3.5 -inch floppy diskettes (in either 1MB or 13MB varieties) and
Bernoulli (65MB, 105MB or 150MB removable hard disk)
formats.

Some removable disk systems offer user -selectable data
reduction to extend recording times (Bernoulli and 3.5 -inch
MO), while others require it (3.5 -inch floppy and MD).
Sampling rates can also be adjusted on most units to reduce
storage requirements at the cost of reduced high -frequency
response. A good rule of thumb for converting data storage
capacity to audio running time is as follows: uncompressed,
full CD -quality stereo digital audio (44.1 or 48kHz, 16 -bit
linear PCM) requires about 10MB of storage per minute of
audio program. (Similar -quality monaural audio requires

By Skip Pizzi, radio editor

5MB/minute.) Typical perceptually coded data- reduction
formats increase storage efficiency by a factor of about 5:1,
squeezing stereo programs down to approximately 2MB/
minute and mono to 1MB/minute.

Most of the removable disk systems offer external control
via RS -232, -422 or -485, allowing them to be integrated into
larger, computer -controlled automation systems. Some
manufacturers also provide a multideck hardware controller
for manual operation, and/or offer software (sometimes from
a third party) for controlling their decks from a desktop
computer dedicated to the task.

Two tape -based digital storage formats also play a role in
the current environment. DAT is a cost-effective format for
long -form time shifting, where little or no post -production is
required - just simple record, rewind and playback later. It
can also be a good f eld-acquisition format. Some editing
can be performed on DAT tapes, but the required hardware
is relatively expensive. Most users prefer to upload DAT
recordings into a DAW when post -production is required,
even if an eventual download back to DAT is required for
the program's ultimate on -air playback. Using AES/EBU
digital I/O for such transfers will minimize degradation, so
DAT recorders that offer this capability are preferred. On a
more basic level, DAT is beginning to replace the audio
cassette as the preferred format for audition tapes, demo
recordings and "spec" submissions, so no radio station
should be without at least a basic model for these purposes
of program exchange. Finally, DAT can also be used as an
archival medium (in either its standard audio format, or the
Data-DAT system used for computer backup), although the
ultimate longevity of the format is still under some debate.

The other potentially useful digital tape application for
radio stations involves the so-called modular digital multi-
track systems - those using S -VHS or Hi8 videocassettes for 8-

track digital recording. The modular term in the title reflects
these systems' ability to be "stacked" and synchronized, so
two interconnected decks can provide 16 -track recordings,
three can provide 24 -tracks, and so on (up to 128 tracks).
Here again, these systems can allow cost-effective field
acquisition of multitrack recordings, for those stations that
are involved with music remotes, for example. These systems
have also been proposed for use in archiving or backing up
multitrack DAW audic files in their unmixed form.

A final storage format that might be of use to some
broadcasters is the stand-alone digital hard disk recorder,
available in 2 -track and multitrack types. One such multi-
track unit is modular in the sense that it can be loaded for 8.
16 or 24 tracks. Unlike 'ape -based formats, hard disk systems
can provide random-access playback, but their storage
media is non -removable so recording capacity limits are
absolutely fixed. 51
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system is its alerting capacity. It can tell
the station's operator or automation sys-
tem that a transmission has been re-
ceived, and that a data file has been
updated, or a new program is ready for
air. The interface between the store -and -
forward system and the rest of the inte-
grated computer system at the station is
critical. Expect to see significant develop-
ments in this area soon.

At the ultimate edge of sophistication, a
single platform can control multiple pro-
gram streams, allowing a duopoly facility
to nm two or more stations from a single
control room. Although most program-
ming for the different streams will come
from separate libraries, shared aerrs to a
common spot library (and other items,
such as news headlines, weather and traffic
reports) adds cost-effectiveness to a com-
bined system.

Other features found on integrated
systems include automatic detection of
skipping CD tracks (followed by a quick
crossfade to the next event), automatic
reporting to traffic when a spot is ready to
air, detailed copyright information on
library tracks used in production, auto-
matic timing on news scripts as they are
written, and automatic currency conver-
sion on financial reports.

The fully computerized radio station
has been discussed since the first automa-
tion systems were available, and it is finally.
here. Turning on the coffee pot is not the
highlight of this system. Rather, it is about
complete communication on a real-time
basis between all departments and instant
documentation of what's happening on
the air. This plays into the strength of
radio's immediacy and makes it even stron-
ger. Traffic, sales and bookkeeping get
instant automatic updated information
based on what actually played, not what
was scheduled or what the air talent said
was played. Programming can make in-
stant music or scheduling changes. Traffic
can make instant spot schedule changes.
Sales can get real-time avails. Engineers
can check system status from home. Own-
ers can dial in from vacation and check
profits.

No fear digital
Some new digital technologies are

updates of traditional radio hardware,
operating much like cart machines and
consoles, in either real or virtual modes.
Other systems make more radical depar-
tures, and the variety of such systems
today is already astounding.

The forward -thinking designers and
manufacturers of such systems are saying
that it's time to ring out the old and ring
in the new. Serendipitously, this trend
provides an opportunity for broadcasters
to rethink the way radio works. This pro-
cess can uncover ways to streamline the
functions of day-to-day operations. Ra-
dio performers may not have to worn
about as many technical details or de-

velop as much physical and manual dex-
terity as they do today. The "combo"
operations that became popular in the
'70s helped reduce overhead, but they
increased the workload demands on the
air talent. Future systems can use digital
tools to reduce the busywork of air talent
and let their performances shine through.
These same tools can also allow the
business side of the operation to maxi-
mize its productivity and profitability.

Digital storage systems can be consid-
ered as the first step toward full digital
broadcasting. But regardless of DAB's
arrival, in the meantime, significant ben-
efits of digital audio technology can be
enjoyed by broadcasters today.

Chip Morgan owns Chip Morgan Broad-
cast Engineering, a broadcast facility de-
sign, construction and maintenance firm
based in Sacramento, CA. Respond via
the BE Radio FAXback line at 913-967-1905
or via e-mail to beradio@intertec.com.

See the related article on choosing digital
formats, 'Tough Choices,' on p. 37.

For more information on
digital storage products,

circle (100) on the BE Radio
Reply Card. See also

'Recording and Playback
Products," p. 58 of the 1995 BE

Buyers Guide.
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Feature:

Have duopolies
really made a

difference?

By Neal J. Friedman

Duopoly status
report

{Bottom Line: The radio industry's current consolidation trend is
a powerful "payroll compression algorithm," but has it done
anything else besides put a lot of former staffers on the street? A
new IrC study says yes ... and no. Broadcast attorney (and former
broadcaster) Neal Freidman explains.

In September 1992, the "°-
FCC took a historic step
when it allowed an indi-

vidual or entity to have an
attributable ownership inter-
est in more than one AM or
FM radio station in a given
market. Not since the earli-
est days of radio had this
sa me-service/same-market
multiple ownership - the so-
called broadcast duopoly -
been allowed. 'One plus one
will equal three," cheered
some owners and brokers. e
Now, more than two years
later, an analysis of the re-
sults shows that duopolies
have been put into place in
most radio markets, although
they have not appreciably
altered ownership concentra-
tions, audiences or overall
revenues. More important,
however, they appear to have
had some positive influence
on station profits.

While broadcasters were
previously allowed to own an
AM -FM combination in one
market, they could not have
any other combination of
overlapping signals in that
same market. The new
duopoly rules brought dra-
matic changes: Two years af-
ter the rule change, one in five
radio stations was involved in
either a duopoly or a local
marketing agreement (LMA -
more on these later). (See Fig-
ure 1.)

The rule change allows vir-
tually every owner to partici-
pate, but there are some lim-
its: In markets with fewer than
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Figure 1. The number of stations involved in duopolies or local
marketing agreements (LMAs, often precursors to duopolies)
continues to grow. (Source: FCC.)

15 stations, a licensee may
now own up to three stations,
including as many as two in
the same service, as long as
the combination amounts to
fewer than 50% of the total
number of stations in the
market. In markets with 15
or more stations, a licensee
may own up to two AM sta-
tions and two FM stations, as
long as the combined sta-
tions do not account for more
than 25% of the market's ra-
dio audience at the time of
the acquisition.

An FCC study conducted
during the fall of 1994 found
that most duopoly buyers
(54.6%) picked up stand-
alone FMs. AM -FM combi-
nations accounted for 34%
of the duopoly acquisitions,

while AM stand-alones only
accounted for 11.4% of the
total. The FCC study also
found that most of the
duopoly deals were in me-
dium markets (26-75) dur-
ing the first 18 months after
the rule change (September
1992 - February 1994).
During the middle and latter
parts of 1994, however, there
was a surge of duopoly activ-
ity both in large markets and
in unrated markets. (See Fig-
ure 2.) Overall, the FCC found
duopolies in 127 of the 146
Arbitron markets in which
there was sufficient data to
analyze.

Business impacts
The most significant mea-

sure of duopolies' effect might
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come from examining profitability
changes at involved stations. Analysis of
available revenue and audience data
indicates that duopolies have not been
especially successful. The FCC com-
pared audience and revenue shares be-
tween 1992 and 1993 in 23 markets.
The results, on average, were flat. (See
Table 1.) Overall audience shares were
down 0.3% and revenues were off by
1.1%.

Still, the FCC study found numbers in
some individual markets that were im-
pressive, although the commission
warned that some caution should be
exercised in evaluation of this data. In
New York, the FCC reported that five
stations involved in two separate duopoly
deals have 15.1% of the audience and
25.6% of the revenue. In Cincinnati,
where four duopoly deals combined 12
stations, those owners control 59.6% of
the audience and 69.2% of the revenue
in the market. In Denver, where there
have been five duopoly deals involving
15 stations, the combinations now con-
trol 57.3% of the audience and 71.2'4.
of the revenue. (See Table 2.)

Analysis of revenue
and audience data

indicates that
duopolies have not

been especially
successful.

Even more dramatic numbers are
found in medium markets. For example.
in Buffalo, NY, four entities control 14
stations with 7 4.6% of the audience and
92.7% of the revenue. In Greensboro,
NC, four entities control 11 of the 30
rated stations, accounting for 56.5% of
the audience and an astonishing 93.8%
of the revenue. In all, there are 16
markets where all duopoly combina-
tions control more than 50% of the
audience and 44 markets where
duopolies control more than 50% of
the revenue.

Of course, these impressive numbers
may come from duopolies that were
formed of already successful stations
rather than any efficiencies directly at-
tributable to the process of consolida-
tion. But what the consolidation itself
more certainly affects is the expenditure
side of the ledger, reducing it to some
extent for each of the stations teamed IA
a duopoly due to economies of scale.
Although the FCC's recent analysis did

Figure 2. The
popularity of
duopolies has
varied somewhat
within different
sectors of the
Industry. Here, the
number of duopoly
agreements is
displayed accord-
ing to market size.
(Source: FCC.)
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not empirically compare profitability
yields, anecdotal evidence supports the
contention that substantial gains in the
bottom line have been made by at least
some duopoly stations.

In San Antonio, for example, where
four companies control 11 stations,
one broadcaster claims that duopolies
have had dramatic effects on profits in
the market. Before duopoly, this source
told the FCC, 40% of the market's sta-
tions were making money. Now, he
claims, 80% are in the black. In Char-
lotte, where five owners control 90% of
the revenue, one operator contends that
duopolieshave transformed the market
from one of the country's worst into one
of its best performers.

The FCC study also made no attempt
to gauge the effect of duopolies on the
public, or how a duopoly affected sta-
tions' abilities to meet their public inter-
est obligations. It could be argued, how-
ever, that profitable stations are more
likely to invest in news and public affairs
programming, which has all but disap-
peared from many radio stations' pro-
gramming schedules.

The FCC data does not tell the whole
story and, as the commission concedes,
may actually be misleading in some

Filing for duopoly
Doing a duopoly deal involves more than crunching numbers and negotiating
terms. The FCC still must grant its consent and, from a legal standpoint, the
duopoly deal is a bit more complicated than the ordinary transaction. The
commission will require additional information on the application for assign-
ment of the license (FCC Form 314) or transfer of control (FCC Form 315). When
it adopted the new rules, the commission revised these forms to obtain informa-
tion from the buyer about overlapping signals.

For processing purposes, the FCC staff considers the overlap of the principal -
community contours - 5mV/m groundwave contour for AM, 3.16mV/m contour
for FM. This will require the services of cn engineer to prepare a study showing
the number of other radio signals that overlap the principal community
contours of stations involved in the duopoly. Be sure to select an engineer who
has done this work before and is familiar with the showings the commission
requires.

The FCC staff will return any applications with incomplete showings, resulting
in delay of the required consent. A prcperly prepared engineering study will
establish the number of stations in the market and whether the stations pro-
posed to be co -owned fall within
the limits of the rule. If the study
shows fewer than 15 stations in the
market, and the combined entity
proposes to own not more than
three stations, with only two in the
same service, the purchaser has
met the first requirement. In
extremely small markets, the study
will also demonstrate whether the
acquired stations account for 50%
or more of the stations in the
market.

A similar study will need to be
done for markets with 15 or more
stations. Here the commission will
allow a single entity to own as many

An engineering
study will establish

whether the proposed
duopoly's stations fall

within the limits of
the rule.

MARKET

Nassau -Suffolk, NY

ARB
MKT.
RANK

14

NO. OF
RATED
STAS.

41

NO. OF
DUOP
STAS.

2

1994
AUD.

SHARE

7.3

1992
AUD.

SHARE

8.7

DIFF. IN
AUD.

SHARE

-1.4

1993
REV.

SHARE

38.0

1992
REV.

SHARE

37.6

DIFF. IN
REV.

SHARE

0.4
Cleveland 23 25 6 28.4 30.0 -1.6 37.7 36.8 0.9
Portland. OR 26 27 6 20.6 20.6 0,0 29.4 28.0 1.4
Milwaukee 28 27 6 20.6 20.6 0.0 29.4 28.0 1.4
Norfolk, VA 33 28 11 36.7 40.08 -4.1 55.7 63.9 -8.2
Indianapolis 37 26 11 69.7 73.5 -3.8 88.2 91.2 -3.0
New Orleans 39 24 9 46.1 41.9 4.2 40.1 43.4 -3.3
Dayton, OH 48 27 5 27.8 21.8 6.0 42.2 38.2 4.0
Oklahoma City 51 20 6 40.4 50.2 -9.8 57.2 60.3 -3.1
Austin, TX 55 25 8 41.4 38.4 3.0 49.9 49.4 0.5
Albany -Schenectady. NY 57 27 7 24.8 25.5 -0.7 32.8 34.0 -1.2
Las Vegas 58 23 7 17.9 21.8 -3.9 29.8 29.3 0.5
Allentown -Bethlehem, PA 64 45 3 31.0 24.6 6.4 37.1 34.9 2.2
Akron, OH 68 29 3 18.8 14.5 4.3 51.5 49.6 1.9
Omaha, NE 72 18 3 19.9 15.2 4.7 17.3 16.7 0.6
El Paso,TX 77 22 3 25.1 23.8 1.3 30.1 36.5 -6.4
Salinas -Monterey, CA 79 32 2 9.3 13.4 -4.1 15.3 21.5 -6.2
Wichita, KS 88 19 10 58.5 57.3 1.2 69.8 70.0 -0.2
Columbia, SC 91 17 7 37.9 31.2 6.7 52.9 51.8 1.1
New Haven, CT 92 31 3 14.9 18.1 -3.2 45.9 51.4 -5.5
Flint. MI 110 25 3 18.0 20.6 -2.6 41.2 40.0 1.0
Erie, PA 149 12 4 25.3 33.8 -8.5 34.5 37.5 -3.0
Kalamazoo. MI 169 18 6 38.6 38.4 0.2 65.5 65.9 -0.4
AVERAGE (23MKTS) 25.6 5.7 29.6 29.9 -0.3 43.2 44.3 -1.1

Table 1. The FCC identified 23 markets where ratings and revenue data were available for stations before and after duopolies
were established. Note that the overall trends are flat.
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respects. The duopoly rule was changed
as the radio industry was emerging
from a steep decline in revenues. Thus,
comparisons between 1992 and 1994
revenues could overstate trends that
the observer might attribute to duopoly
activities. Moreover, as noted above,
revenues and ratings may not translate
directly to stations' bottom lines.

Personnel impacts
One ill, lirect measure of potential

profitabill t) can be gleaned from sta-
tions' employment figures. Although
there has been a general downward
trend in radio industry employment as
a result of automation and reduction of
local news staffs, duopolies have en-
abled some stations to pursue this trend
even further by eliminating duplicate
general managers, sales managers, pro-
gram directors and technical staff. Sup-
port functions, such as traffic and ac-
counting have been combined, as have
the physical location of the formerly
separate stations. All of this has re-
sulted in significant savings. Savvy own-
ers figured out how they could reduce
fixed operating costs well before they
entered into these deals. The FCC esti-
mates that as many as 2,500 jobs may

have been lost in the 500 stations in-
volved in duopolies so far.

There is no industry consensus as to
the best way to operate combined sta-
tions. For every owner or manager who
believes that one sales staff can effec-
tively sell two or more stations, there is
another who will argue that the only way
to keep salespeople sharp is to have
them competing against each other on
the street, while at the same time re-
minding them that they all are on the
same team.

Radio managers also are divided on
the question of how much to combine

staffs in other areas. Clear Channel Com-
munications, which runs duopolies in
seven markets, maintains separate op-
erations in some cases and combined
facilities in others.

Overall impacts
Although the ultimate impact that

duopolies will have on the industry is not
yet clear, some in the industry believe it
has already brought a degree of stability
to ratings, revenues and cash flow, ac-
cording to the FCC report. Duopolies,
not unlike other group ownerships, tend
to perform consistently, as the humps

as two AMs plus two FMS in the marke-, but a further showing is required. The
combined stations cannot account for more than 25% of the current audience
share. This will require the use of ratings data. Of course, you must be a
subscriber to a ratings service in order to use such data. If you are not, ratings
services will perform a special duopolv study. A special study may also be
required if the stations are not part of -he same designated radio market. The
established ratings services are, by now, familiar with the FCC's requirements in
these filings.

An important thing to remember about the ratings data is that the 25%
audience limit applies only at the time of the acquisition. If, after consumma-
tion, the combined stations become more successful and their audience share
exceeds 25%, the commission will not require divestiture, and it will generally
permit the stations to be sold as a group, even if their audience share has risen
above 25% in the interim. But, the commission has ordered its Mass Media
Bureau to prepare annual reports on s-ation ownership, and to recommend
any changes that it deems necessary -o avoid any excess concentrations of
audience. The commission also said it would review extreme cases, such as
where the combined audience level of a single duopoly reaches 40% or more,
and reserves the right to refuse to grant consent to the sale of such a property.
So far, that has not happened.

MARKET

AR B
MKT.
RANK

NO. OF
RATED
STAS.

NO. OF
DUOP
DEALS

NO. OF
DUOP
STAS.

1994
AUD.

SHARE

1993
REV.

SHARE
New York 1 43 2 5 15.1 25.6
Los Angeles 2 46 4 9 21.2 29.9
Chicago 3 41 5 14 31.7 40.1
San Francisco 4 50 5 15 30.7 38.4
Detroit 6 32 3 8 29.1 33.5
Dallas -Ft. Worth 7 31 4 11 29.3 24.8
Washington 8 36 4 12 33.3 48.0
Boston 9 33 5 14 53.2 78.6
Houston 10 33 3 8 25.0 32.1
Miami -Ft. Lauderdale 11 37 7 19 51.2 65.7
Atlanta 12 22 2 6 30.2 31.2
Seattle 13 30 4 12 47.8 55.2
Nassau -Suffolk 14 41 1 2 7.3 38.0
San Diego 15 39 2 6 18.2 21.9
Minneapolis -St. Paul 17 21 3 7 25.5 24.6
St. Louis 18 26 5 14 46.3 46.6
Baltimore 19 36 2 6 19.4 25.4
Pittsburgh 20 30 3 7 24.8 26.0
Phoenix 21 27 2 7 20.2 22.1
Tampa -St. Petersburg 22 26 3 10 34.3 39.0
Cleveland 23 25 2 6 28.4 37.7
Denver 24 27 5 15 57.3 71.2
Cincinnati 25 31 4 12 59.6 69.2
AVERAGE 33.2 3.5 9.8 32.1 40.2

Table 2. Duopoly scorecard for the top 25 U.S. radio markets. (Source: FCC.)
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from one station's ups and downs are
smoothed by corresponding fluctuations
in other stations' performances.

At least one radio chain, EZ Communi-
cations, with duopolies in six of the seven
markets in which it operates, is willing to
credit the new rules with an increase in
profits. EZ, a publicly traded corporation,
is reporting an astounding 50% increase
in net income this year and a 65% in-
crease in cash flow. EZ's founder, Arthur
Kellar, told the Washington Post that
duopolies have cut his stations' costs and
have driven up advertising rates by forc-
ing weaker stations out of the market.

LMAs can lead to duopoNes
An LMA allows a station to "subcon-

tract" specific business functions (such as
sales, programming or spot production)
to another station in its market, so long as
the licensee retains ultimate control over
its personnel, programming and finances.
Often, such an arrangement may be the
prelude to a duopoly. While the commis-
sion is processing an application for the
transfer of one station's license to an-
other station owner, operations of the
two stations may be combined in much
the same manner as they would be after
closing of the sale. The activities now
permitted under an LMA were formerly
prohibited as a violation of the

commission's rules against premature
transfer of controL

The FCC considers the elements of
control to include the aforementioned
personnel, programming and finance ar-
eas. When arranging an LMA, a separate,
carefully drawn agreement between buyer
and seller should fully set forth the rights
and obligations of each and make it clear
that each licensee will retain the essential
elements of control over its own station
unless and until the commission grants
its consent for transfer of control (i.e.,
outright sale of the station), and the
transaction has been consummated.

LMAs often give the buyer a head start
on a duopoly deal. But a word of caution
- the commission and your competitors
will be watching closely to ensure that the
arrangement does not cross the fine line
from a permissible LMA to an illegal
"premature and unauthorized transfer of
control." If there are changes in call signs,
formats or personnel, the acquiring party
should be careful to document that these
changes were done after consultation
with and following the approval of the
selling licensee.

Radio industry analysts generally agree
that it is too soon to give duopolies a final
grade. Many hope that consolidation will
bring investment bankers back to radio,
yet it's still difficult to obtain financing for

smaller deals. Soon, some of the stations
involved in early duopolies will come
back on the market as combinations, and
that will provide a test of the cash flow
multiples they will command. As one
analyst, Bishop Cheen of Kagan Associ-
ates, said in comments to the commis-
sion, "God bless duopoly and double-
digit revenue growth."

The dawn of a new year finds broad-
casters in an upbeat mood - except for
those whose positions have been re-
cently eliminated. Although they aren't
the sole cause in either case, duopolies
seem to be responsible for a lot of
smiles (and a few frowns) in today's
broadcast industry. 111

Neal J. Friedman is an attorney with
the communications law firm of Pepper
& Corazzini, L.L.P., in Washington, DC.
Respond via the BE Radio FAXback line
at 913-967-1905 or via e -mall to
beradlo@intertec.com.
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Field Report:

Roland
DM -80

By Richard Paul

Performance
at a glance
 4- or 8 -track digital audio

workstation in cost-
effective package

 Proprietary platform
emphasizes simple,
familiar operation

 Includes 8 -track mixer
with equalization on
each track

 Automated mixing and
sequencing capabilities
available

 Small footprint maximizes
space efficiency

 Comprehensive I/O
allows flexible applica-
tion and expansion

 Optional Macintosh
interface adds en-
hanced visual display

Richard Paul is special projects
producer at WAMU-FM, Wash-
ington, DC. Respond via the
BE Radio FAXback line at 913-
967-1905 or via e-mail to
beradio@intertec.com.

When the chief engineer announced
that our station was switching to
digital editing, chills went up my

spine. Our radio station was moving to new
facilities, and when we got there, our editing
suites would be equipped not with audio
boards and reel-to-reel machines, but exclu-
sively with Roland DM -80 digital audio work-
stations.

This was a traumatic revelation to some-
one who had spent 17 years editing with
tape and razor blades, but I have since
become a convert - no, a proselytizer - for
digital editing, thanks to a successful transi-
tion via the DM -80. The system
almost com-
pletely the steps
you go through
when editing the
old-fashioned
way, but it per-
forms these tasks
in greatly im-
proved fashion.

Familiarity is
the key to its user -
friendliness.
When it's time to
find your edit
point, you rock
the audio back
and forth over the
(virtual) "play-
back head," mark the spot, "cut" it, and
"splice" it together - all imitating the analog
tape editing process.

This made the learning curve for operat-
ing the DM -80 extremely short. (I learned
the system in an hour, and a few months later
I taught the general manager in 20 minutes).
Also, it guarantees that station staff - all of
them, not just the "techies" - will use the
machine.

i m ics

System hardware
A complete DM -80 unit consists of a con-

trol panel, a mixing board (with faders that
control eight tracks, and a simple parametric
equalizer on each channel). It also features a
multitrack CPU/disk recorder and one or
two outboard SCSI drives (optional), each up
to 4GB capacity (about 12 hours of CD -
quality 4 -track audio).

The DM -80 can stand alone or be used
with a conventional mixing board. In the
latter case, the audio goes through additional
digital -to -analog and analog -to -digital
version steps, but this
typically causes no sig-
nificant loss of quality.

The control panel has
a small LCD screen (5"
x 1.5"). Below it is a row
of five function keys and
a set of standard tape
recorder transport but-
tons (play, record, stop,
etc.). On the left of the
panel is another row of
keys for marking edit

con -

points. On the right is a jog wheel and a
numeric keypad.

In understanding how to use the DM -80, it
helps to think about editing with it just as you
would think about editing tape. Therefore,
the following descriptions will use common
tape -editing terms.

Graphic display
On the screen )ou see not sound waves but

a depiction of a piece of tape (a waveform
graphic is also an option, though it is one that
no one at this station has ever needed). The
piece of tape sits on any one of four tracks
tin can mork on at a given time.

Below the
piece of tape are
11 functions,
such as delete,
copy, move, etc.
that are man-
ipulated by soft
keys under the
screen. There is
a vertical cursor
line down the
middle of the
screen (the now
line) that serves
as a visual
equivalent of the
playback head.

Loading sound
Audio can be dubbed onto the DM -80

from any source, digital or analog. You load
in the material by simply hitting the play and
record buttons on the DM -80.

As the audio loads into the DM -80's
memory, it is depicted on the LCD screen as
a strip of tape made up of a series of broken
lines. The broken lines becomes solid once
you have completed the upload and saved
your take to the memory.

Making an edit
c audio is loaded into the system, you

can begin editing it. To make an edit, get as
close as possible to the desired point by
listening to the audio in play mode. When
you get close, you can switch to a scrubbing
mode by holding down the play and preview
keys together. This creates a loop that plays
over and over while you scrub with the jog
wheel to find the exact edit point desired.

When you have selected your edit point,
you hit the split button, which splits the "tape"

in two at that spot. You
can then cut to or from
this edit point in a non-
destructive manner.

This means that ifyou
make a bad edit, there is
no more combing
through the scraps in
the trash looking for an
''s -inch piece of tape.
The original take is re-
tained on disk, and all
edits are "undo -able."

Ilearned the system
in an hour, and a few
months later I taught
the general manager

in 20 minutes.
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Advantages
Although this system mimics analog

tape editing in practically every respect,
it offers advantages that you could never
dream of in tape editing.

The random access nature of hard
disk recording allows the DM -80 to
easily jump from place to place in a

Athough this
system mimics analog
tape editing, it offers

advantages that a tape
editor could never

dream of.

program. For example, assume you are
cutting up a talk show. Five minutes
into the program the guest makes a
pregnant pause that will be perfect to
use as "room tone" in editing. Forty-five

minutes deeper into the show you could
really use that pregnant pause to help
you make an edit. If you were editing
with tape you would have to roll back to
the pause, cut it out (or dub it onto a
second source if you needed to keep the
original pause in the program), roll back
to the place you wanted to use it, and
then cut it in.

With the DM -80, as you are rolling
past the point where you hear the preg-
nant pause you mark it with one of the
40 available marker buttons (e.g., Marker
#1). Forty-five minutes into the show, as
you hear the spot where you need some
room tone, you mark it (Marker #2). To
get back to the original pause, hit Marker
#1. You are instantly transported back
to the exact spot. I lit the "copy" button
to duplicate the pause, then hit Marker
#2. The pause is instantly placed in the
spot where you need it and you have
saved yourself 10 to15 minutes over
tape editing.

Mixing and timing
Perhaps the two most valuable fea-

tures of the DM -80 for a producer are
the system's ability to mix and to easily
"hit a post." For those unfamiliar with
the term. "hitting a post" refers to the

PERFO
MAGIC

timing of a voice-over mix so that a
specific event in the bed -track occurs
when the voice track ends. The classic
example is a DJ talking over the instru-
mental introduction to a song, and stop-
ping just as the vocals of the song begin.

As anyone who does production
knows, putting complex projects together

A look ender the hood of the Roland
DM -80's CPU (rear view). All audio, MIDI
and SCSI I/O connectors for the system
appecr on the CPU's rear panel.
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Roland D\

with multiple 2 -track tape decks re-
quires marking in -cues, back -timing, and
submixing for hours. All of that work has

now been eliminated.
For example, hitting a

post is remarkably simple
on the DM -80. In the typi-
cal voice-over/music situa-
tion, you first dub both au-
dio cuts onto the DM -80,
placing them one after the
other on the same track.
Then select the spot in the
music where you want the
voice to end, and mark it
with Marker #1. Next, move
to the voice cut, and mark
the end of it with Marker
#2. Finally, using the move
function,you move the voice
clown to another track of
the DM -80, and by hitting
Marker #1, you sync it up
the two markers so that the
tracks are now aligned in
time exactly as you want
them.

Mixing the properly
placed tracks is also quite
simple. As mentioned
above, the unit comes with
a dedicated mixing board.
The DM -80 allows you to
pre-program audio cuts in
an automatic sequence and
crossfade them as needed,
but at WAMU, all mixes are
clone manually, using the
DM -80's mixer. This hard-
ware is another element of
the DM -80's quick learning
curve. Our news and pro-
duction people were able to
sit down and go to work
almost immediately after
taking the unit out of the
box, because they had the
option of mixing in a man-
ner that was almost identi-
cal to what they were used
to.

As many as four separate
audio tracks can be lined
up visually at one time, one
above the other on the dis-
play screen. Levels can be
adjusted manually via the
mixing board as each piece
of tape rolls over the now
line. It is helpful to have this
visual component added to
the mixing process. You can
see when the next piece of
sound is coming up and
move the fader exactly when
you need to.

The system also has a
Compu-Mix mode that en-
ables you to save a mix in
memory. While in this

Installing and interfacing
the DM -80
By Bruce Youngblood

The Roland DM -80 comes in two recording
formats: 4 -track and 8 -track. The 8 -track version
can be used as a simple 8 -track hard disk
recorder, or with the addition of a Macintosh
computer and software, an 8 -track waveform
editor. Without the Mac interface, it is difficult to
perform 8 -track operations because you can't
see all eight tracks on the DM -80's LCD display
only tracks 1-4 or 5-8 are visible.

Although the DM -80 is considered a proprietary
platform, it is Macintosh -friendly. The 4 -track
version includes one 100MB hard drive, which can
record 18 track -minutes of (mono) audio at
44.1kHz sampling. The 8 -track comes with two
100MB drives. We have added enough extern();
SCSI drives (Micropolis 770MB units) to record up
to 125 track minutes at 48kHz sampling.

Roland provides a list of recommended drives
for such expansion purposes. Look for drives with
the fastest access time and the best warranties.
We had a few problems interfacing the drives to
the DM -80 (which were due to the cables
supplied with the SCSI drives), and through this

A complete digital production suite based
on a Roland DM -80 can be set up quickly
on a tabletop.

experience found out just how knowledgeable
and supportive the Roland technical staff is.

Another advantage of the DM -80 is its remark-
able space -efficiency. Each DM -80 installation at
WAMU takes up less than half of the space that
would have been required for conventional
facilities of equal capability. Our typical DM -80
room adds a DAT deck, a cassette deck (for
dubbing field -acquired tapes) a stereo monitor
amp and a pair of small speakers to the workstation.

The DM -80 continues to develop, as well. The
latest software version updated just about
anything we could think of for our broadcast
applications, including a built-in waveform editor
(handy for music editing). Another recent upgrade
allows up to four DM -80s to be ganged together
through a Macintosh interface for 32 -track
random access recording and production. 81

Bruce Youngblood is operations manager at WAMU-FM,
Washington, DC. Respond via the BE Radio FAXback line
at 913-967-1905 or via e-mail to beradio4intertec.com.

mode, you can switch the screen to show
you a virtual depiction of the mixing
board. As you play back a section of
audio that you've already mixed, you
can see the faders move up and down on
the LCD screen exactly as you had moved
them manually. You can now edit the
mix by changing individual fader moves
or update a section of the whole mix.

The resolution of Compu-Mix is the
only aspect of the DM -80 that has caused
any problem for us. It has been frustrat-
ing when, on occasion, a precise
crossfade will not be saved in exactly the
way it was done manually. But when
balanced against the overall time saved
by editing with this system, this small
difficulty is certainly tolerable.

As a test, I recently went back and put
together on the DM -80 a complicated,
multilayered montage feature that I had
originally produced on tape two years
earlier. Back then the project had taken
several hours. This time I was finished in
about 45 minutes.

A hit among the staff
Today, WAMU has five DM -80s in

operation, and they are all being used
on a daily basis by engineers, produc-
tion staff, news staff and a number of
freelance reporters. We also plan to
teach our talk show producers and ex-
ecutive staff how to perform basic edit-
ing and mixing functions.

Just as it's said that humans probably
only use 10% of their brains, there are
many other capabilities on the DM -80
(MIDI control, synchronization, etc.) that
we have not yet called upon. But for the
staff at WAMU, the Roland DM -80 has
provided a smooth transition into the
digital age.

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive
BE Radio feature for radio broadcasters.
Each report is prepared by well -qualified
staff at a radio station, production facility
or consulting company.

These reports are performed by the indus-
try, for the industry. Manufacturer's sup-
port is limited to providing loan equip-
ment and to aiding the author if requested.

It is the responsibility of BE Radio to publish
the results of any device tested, positive or
negative. No report should be considered
an endorsement or disapproval by BE
Radio magazine.

iFor more information on the
Roland DM -80,

circle (101) on Reply Card.
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Tough choices
By Skip Pizzi, radio editor

Making the decision on a new audio recording
format is one of the most challenging issues a
broadcaster faces today. It's something that each
station has to do on its own, based on its specific
needs - everyone knows that no two radio
stations do the same thing the same way. The
good news is, there are so many choices: Each
station should be able to create just what it needs.
The bad news is, there are so many choices: the
process of examining all the possibilities and
making a decision can take on nightmarish
proportions.

As with any large task, it's best to first split it into
its separate parts. Digital audio storage is avail-
able in three major technologies (each with its
own set of pros and cons): magnetic disk, optical
disk and magnetic tape. There are also three
major application concepts for digital systems at
the radio station (each with its own requirements):
production workstations, on -air delivery systems
and field -acquisition equipment.

Combining these technologies and applications
produces the long list of product types on the
market today. Many of these systems might find a
welcome place within the confines of a radio
station's applications. Magnetic tape remains in
two areas: DAT and the so-called modular
multitrack recorders. Optical disk appears in CD
and recordable CD systems, as well as in some of
the removable media, digital "cart -machine"
systems. Magnetic disk is perhaps the most
intriguing of the lot, used in digital audio worksta-
tions and on -air delivery (or "digital automation")
systems. Soon it may also appear in portable form,
as well.

Each of these systems offers a variety of
strengths and weaknesses when applied to the
typical broadcast operations of long -form
storage. short -form storage, time -shifting of
programs, field recording, editing, studio produc-
tion and automated playback.

Hovering over any decision process is the
biggest question of all, however. How will a system
fit into the fully integrated network - the "holy
grail" that techno-gurus claim will run the radio
station of tomorrow? Evaluating audio perfor-
mance, reliability and user friendliness of these
systems is relatively easy because broadcasters
are quite familiar with these issues. But considering
a prospective digital storage system's capacity for
future integration is difficult, because it's an
unfamiliar concept to today's broadcasters, and
many important parameters remain unknown.
What will the system be integrated into? How
large and comprehensive will this "station on a
screen" actually become? Will the integrated
system concept really be like a holy grail, and
remain largely mythical, or will it actually come to
full fruition? Will the first wave of digital replace-
ment equipment soon have to be itself replaced
by a more fully integrated system?

With proper planning. and a little luck, broad-
casters can choose digital storage systems that
work well in relative isolation today, but that can
also be fully integrated later, if necessary.
"Integratability" is not something that can be easily
retrofitted to a system, however, so it must be
considered right along with all the other issues that
you evaluate in today's new equipment purchases. of

Studio Overload?
Use Fast iliac II to eliminate all those pesky
chores from your main production studio!

EW! Fast Trac II is a compact production system
that's perfect fir routine production tasks.
Dub a snot to cart or hard drive, record a
liner, ad a tag to a spot, make a cassette,
copy a CD.

Take all those pesky production chores out of
your main studio...use Fast Trac II instead!

Fast Trac H- Its a 'Studio -In -A -Box:

HENRY
MIN

ENGINEERING

HENRY ENGINEERING
503 Key Vista Drive

Sierra Madre. CA 91024 USA
TEL (818) 355-3656
FAX (818) 355-0077

FAX -on -Demand Doc 5116 (818) 355-4210

Circle (8) on Reply Card

You
can measure...

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before. You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 d8, You can measure separations
of better than 70 dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measure-
ments a dream

jaEl IE L. Ft CALL 610-687-5550 Fax 610-687-2686
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY. INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333

Call or write for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.

Circle (9) on Reply Card
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FicId lieport:

Panasonic
SV-4100

By Flown Williams

Performance
at a glance
 Instant -start DAT play-

back In a mid -priced
deck

 RAM buffer allows editing
with 30ms precision

 Flexible autolocate
features

 Versatile internal or
external sync referencing

 Comprehensive analog
and digital I/O
connections

 Wired or wireless remote -
control capabilities

 Data -error display for
detecting tape problems

 Numerous other features
useful for radio
applications

Flown Williams Is bureau engi-
neer for National Public Radio's
Chicago bureau. Respond via
the BE Radio FAXback line at
913-967-1905, or via e-mail to
beradio@intertec.com.

Anyone who has used DAT for produc-
tion has soon discovered the difficul-
ties of precise cuing and editing. To get

clean -starting sound bites, for example, you
often have to transfer the audio to cart or
open -reel tape, or into a disk -based editor.

Some newer DAT recorders have offered
marked improvements in cuing and editing,
although typically with a steep price tag. But
the new Panasonic SV-4100 offers fairly pre-
cise cuing and instant start, as well as a host
of other features, for the lowest list price yet.

Quick start: cue and go
Manufacturers realized early on that there

wasn't a prac-
tical way to get
quick re-
sponse and
precise play-
back cuing
from the DAT
format. So
they turned to
a hybrid tape/
RAM solution.
The SV-4100,
for instance,
has enough
RAM to hold
about five sec-
onds of stereo
audio.

When you
activate the
machine's
Quick Start
mode, it loads
five seconds of
data from tape
into RAM.
Then you can
search back
and forth
through three
seconds of that
sound in the
RAM to select
the start point
you want to
use. The re-
maining two
seconds of
RAM audio is
needed for
Quick Start
playback if you happen to choose a start point
that is late in the 3 -second window (because
the tape still has to have time to start up and
be synchronized with the RAM playback).

As you use the jog/shuttle wheel to search
around in RAM, the audio outputs play a
discernible version of the slow-motion sound.
Level meters also display and hold the ampli-
tude of the audio as you search through it.
Thus the transition point from quiet ambi-
ence to the start of a word can be found
visually as well as aurally. This quickly be-
comes an easy cuing environment, although
the sound is not as indicative as rocking the

The SV-4100
includes new
capabilities
that make
DAT more

production-

friendly.

reels of an open -reel deck.
When you hit play in the Quick Start

mode, playback starts instantly from RAM,
with the tape taking over within two seconds
when it gets up to speed.

Although the instant start and consistency
of the start point are intensely gratifying to
experienced DAT users (who have fought
with other machines that take from 0.5 to
1.5 seconds to go into play), the cuing
resolution is still not quite exact. This is
because Panasonic's Quick Start system only
allows editing to DAT frame accuracy, not to
the individual sample.

The DAT format uses 33.3 frames per
second. This
means that
each DAT-
frame of au-
dio lasts
about 30ms.
That doesn't
sound like a
long time, but
when you're
trying to trim
ambient
sound from
the top of a
sound clip, or
find the exact
start of a
song, moving
a start point
even one
frame can be
too much.

If you've
splice -edited
on open reel
tape, you can
relate to this
30ms as
roughly
equivalent to
a quarter -inch
length of
open -reel
tape recorded
at 7.5ips, or a
half -inch on a
15ips tape. Ifyou've
learned to
make your
wax pencil

marks with an accuracy better than a quarter-
inch, you're still doing better than the SV-
4100. And if you're going to the trouble to
transfer your material into a disk -based edi-
tor, you can edit with a precision that is orders
of magnitude greater than a DAT frame,
typically '/4th of a millisecond.

For scat -of -the -pants production, however,
RAM -based DAT cuing is still far cleaner
than regular DAT, cassettes or carts. It's also
non-destructive and repeatable. It can be
easily "nudged" to try different start points -
all processes that are possible but not nearly
so convenient on open -reel tape. The Quick
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Start mode of the SV-4100 also in-
cludes some other new capabilities that
make DAT more production -friendly.

Location, location and location
The lirst delight is an autolot ator %%itli

five memory points, which will search
and cue to the exact DAT frame you've
selected. Four of these locate points can
be set and remembered as long as that
DAT tape remains in the
machine. The fifth is a
Locate Last feature that
remembers your last se-
lected cue point, even if
you forgot to set it in
one of the other locate
memories.

You set the current
position (after trimming
a cue point to frame
accuracy) by holding
one of the locate but-
tons down for at least
1.5 seconds. The locate
functions only work
when the machine is in
Quick Start mode.

If you've got an inter-
view recorded on a DAT
tape, and you want to
lift as many as five seg-
ments from it for a re-
port, you can set locate
registers for the start
points of each segment. Then you can
do a real-time mix, playing the interview
clips back direct from DAT. As each cut
ends, you simply cue to the next locate
point, and the deck waits for your next
play command. One caveat: beware of
trying this in a combo production room
with your mic open, because the high-
speed tape shuttling of the DAT tape as
it searches to the next location is clearly
audible.

For more permanent marking of cue
points you can use the DAT format's
standard Start ID and PNO (program
number) markers. RAM -based playback
makes placing and searching to these
markers far more dependable than on a
non -RAM -equipped deck, however.
Write a start ID or PNO after you've
trimmed the start point in RAM, and the
SV-4100 can cue back to that point
later with single -frame accuracy. Just
make sure that the Quick Start mode is
activated - otherwise the accuracy of the
SV-4100 is no better than standard
DAT decks.

cart -replacement system, or for theater
sound effects.

But the average broadcast cart user
may get befuddled by the SV-4100,
because getting the deck into single play
mode is not a self-evident matter. It
requires simultaneously pushing three
buttons on the front panel to get to
system display mode, and then cycling
the display past the digital input/out-

put parameters and the
error count display.
None of this is marked
on the machine, so you
need to have the manual
close at hand or become
conversant with the ab-
breviated words on the
display.

For such applications,
single play mode is best
used on machines that
are dedicated to single
play mode in on -air stu-
dios or automation sys-
tems. Once set into
single play, the SV-4100
will stay in that mode
(even through power in-
terruptions) until some-
one wades into the sys-
tem display mode and
resets it.

Don't count on a
single SV-4100 to cue

and play a bunch of cuts in rapid succes-
sion, however. The deck
does a fine job of high-
speed searching, but
once it gets where it's
going you'll have to wait
another nine or 10 sec-
onds for it to load au-
dio into RAM (at real
time) and declare itself
ready for its next Quick
Start playback.

Also, the DAT format
still has some trouble
distinguishing start IDs
or PNOs spaced less
than a minute apart.
Quick Start doesn't
solve that quirk, so short
audio cuts still need to
be spaced apart on DAT
tapes.

autolocator
with five
memory

points will
search and
cue to the
exact DAT

frame you've
selected.

Another contender for cart
replacement?

\\ II placed in single play mode, the
deck will automatically go from play to
pause when a start ID or skip ID is
encountered. This, in conjunction with
the Quick Start features, is a practical
way to use the SV-4100 as a broadcast

startup will not be instantaneous on a
non -Quick Start DAT machine. For the
same reason, it's also important to put
the start ID or PNO more than 1.5
seconds before audio starts when as-
sembling such tapes.)

With two SV-4100s and an 8 -pin
DIN parallel cable, you can do frame -
accurate assemble editing without an
external edit controller. All controls nec-
essary for RAM edit -rehearsal and edit
execution are built in to the deck. But
unlike fancier (and pricier) DAT editing
systems, there's no user -definable
crossfade - just the digital equivalent of
a butt splice.

The 8 -pin parallel jack doubles as a
port for traditional contact -closure re-
mote controls or external computer
control. For simple hookup of start and
pause remotes there's a tip -ring -sleeve
jack to connect two momentary switches.
The SV-4100 also comes with a wireless
infrared controller, which duplicates all
the on -machine controls and provides a
10-kcy number pad for entering PNO
or absolute time numbers.

An optional parallel remote control-
ler (Panasonic RC -410) has just be-
come available for the SV-4100. It al-
lows remote control of start, stop and
cuing functions, including loading of
the RAM buffer for instant start. It also
provides a numeric keypad and 2 -digit
LED display for cuing to PNOs. Single-
DAT-frame advance and other RAM -

editing features of the
SV-4100 are also pos-
sible from the remote.
(The RC -410 can be
used with Panasonic SV-
3700 and SV-3900
DAT recorders, as well.)

Placing and
searching ID
markers is far

more
dependable

than on a
non -RAM -
equipped

deck.

Advanced editing
and remote control

Audio insert editing can be done with
a single SV-4100 (subcode data is left
undisturbed). You can also "insert si-
lence: to spot -erase right up to the
desired start point of a cut. With this
technique, you can prepare tapes and
position PNO markers so that audio
cuts have clean starts, right where you
want them, for playback on any other
DAT deck (Of course, the playback

Getting closer to
the all -digital age

s\-4 1 00 has
some other capabilities
that mark it as a new
generation of digital
machine. It can synchro-
nize its internal clock to
external video or to an-
other source of word
clock. This makes it
more able than
Panasonic's earlier
decks to handle audio -
for -video work, or to be

a useful building block of an all -digital
studio. As supplied, this machine doesn't
chase -lock to an external source, it sim-
ply synchronizes its clock to that of the
external sync source.

In another welcome update, start ID
and PNO subcode markers can now
be transferred via either the AES/EBU
or the IEC 958 (consumer) digital
audio format. Older models managed
this transfer in the IEC mode only.
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Field Report:
Panasonic S1'-4100

Hardware -wise, the SV-4100's I/O is
quite versatile - it can send and re-
ceive digital signals on balanced XLFt,
unbalanced RCA coaxial, or optical
connectors.

The digital transmission format can
be displayed and selected from the front
panel by pushing buttons, a giant step
up from the earlier
Panasonic decks' rear
panel DIP switch selec-
tors. But again, the dis-
play nomenclature is so
abbreviated that you'd
best have a manual or a
crib sheet handy before
venturing in. (The
manual for the 4100
does have a useful one -
page primer of com-
mands, suitable for
copying and keeping
with the machine.)

The RAM buffer for
the Quick Start feature
also offers a benefit for
digital interconnection:
Even after the tape
"catches up" with the
instant -start buffer play-
back in play mode, the data being read
off tape continues to be buffered through
the RAM. This should result in less jitter
on the deck's digital output.

Staying connected with analog
The XL14 analog audio output levels

of the SV-4100 can be switched be-
tween +4dBm and -10dBu on the rear
panel. But with some front -panel but-
ton -pushing you can lower the deck's
analog output as much as 14dB, in
steps of about '/60th of a dB. With this
combination of hardware and software,
a range of -24 to +4 is available, which
should match the needs of almost any
studio. The digital audio outputs are not
affected by this attenuation control.

On the analog input side, the volume-
and -balance -control arrangement of
earlier Panasonic decks has been re-
placed by two separate input level con-
trols. This may be easier for lining up the
machine to a console, but stereo fadeouts
are much more difficult to do at the
DAT deck this way.

A window Into the data
Another helpful feature that can be

accessed by pushing multiple front- panel
buttons is the error display. This is the
same system used on Panasonic's previ-
ous studio and portable decks, and it's a
great diagnostic tool. On the SV-4100,
you can look at a combined error rate for
the A and B heads, or look at each head
separately. Mostly you'll see readings of
0 to 50 per time period, and anything
below 250 or so is easily handled by the

DAT format's error cor-
rection and conceal-
ment algorithms. A read-
ing of 4992 tells you
that one head is com-
pletely blocked or oth-
erwise not responding.

Using this error dis-
play I could confirm the
wisdom of Panasonic's
recommendation not to
use for audio recording
the 120 -meter DAT
tapes being sold for the
new DDS -2 computer
data backup systems. A
couple of years ago I'd
checked the 90 -meter
DDS -1 computer tapes
using Panasonic record-
ers, and the low error
displays had convinced

me that DDS -90's of-
fered fewer errors than
the audio DATs I'd been
using. (In the DAT for-
mat, a meter of tape
yields about two minutes
of recording, so a 60 -
meter DDS tape can hold
two hours of audio; a 90 -
meter tape holds three
hours, etc.) But the
DDS -2 120-metertapes'
error counts are notice-
ably higher than other
tapes on the SV-4100.
Panasonic cautions that
after a lot of high-speed
searching and cuing the
thinner tapes' perfor-
mance will degrade more
than regular DAT stock

Now what's this button do,
again?

The numerous capabilities of the SV-
4100 must have challenged the creativ-

Expect to
spend

some time
reading the

manual as you
get up to

speed on the
SV-4100...

ity of the designers at Panasonic. How
can you do so many things with just the
button space available on a 3 -rack -unit
faceplate? The solution was to have the
machine operate in several different
modes, with buttons having different
functions in the different modes.

Some of this is clearly indicated on
the face of the deck But other multi-
function buttons are not so clearly la-
beled. Not only isn't there room for
more buttons, there's no room for any
more labeling, either. This problem is
certainly not unique to the 4100, but it
affects the learning curve for users.

Expect to spend some time reading
the manual as you get up to speed on the
SV-4100, and be cautious about put-
ting it into surroundings where "one
button, one function" equipment is the
norm.

Speaking of the manual, it suggests
using a head -cleaning cassette as part of
periodic maintenance, just as previous
Panasonic DAT manuals have recom-
mended. Yet the company's service de-
partment continues to advise against
using the head -cleaning cassettes in rou-
tine maintenance, suggesting that they
be used only in emergencies. "Doing the
tight thing" for this and other Panasonic
transports involves taking the top of the
case off and cleaning the head drum and
tape path by hand. Your recordings will

thank you for the extra
effort.

Note also that there's
no need to wony with
the SV-4100 (orwith any
of Panasonic's studio
DAT decks) about leav-
ing the tape cued and in
the pause mode. These
decks relax the tension
on the tape just enough
in pause mode so that
there's a cushion of air
between the tape and the
rotating head drum. Un-
like other DATdecks that
will drop out of pause
after a few minutes, the
Panasonics don't "time
out" of the pause mode
for 12 hours.

All in all, the SV-4100 is an excellent
evolutionary product. It builds on the
solid base of the popular SV-3700 and
offers many features of an ideal, "ma-
ture" DAT recorder. At its price point,
it's bound to convince a lot of users that
DAT-based production is more practi-
cal than ever. in

...and be
cautious

about putting
it where

"one button,
one function"
equipment is

the norm.

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive BE Radio feature for radio broadcasters.
Each report is prepared by well -qualified staff at a radio station, production facility or
consulting company.
These reports are performed by the industry and for the industry. Manufacturer's support
is limited to providing loan equipment, and to aiding the author if requested.
It is the responsibility of BE Radio to publish the results of any device tested, positive or
negative. No report should be considered an endorsement or disapproval by BE Radio
magazine.

For more information on the
Panasonic SV-4100 DAT recorder,

circle (102) on Reply Card.
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Movement on satellite DAB
In a Report and On ler (R&O) adopted

Jan. 12, 1995, the FCC officially estab-
lished 2,310-2,360MHz as the US. satel-
lite digital radio band. This action, antici-
pated for some time, follows up on the
WARC-92 proceedings, in which the U.S.
opted out of the 'world standard" L -band
(1,452-1,492MHz) allocation for Broad-
cast Satellite Service (Sound), choosing this
S -band allocation instead. The R&O now
makes the allocation official, referring to the
new service as Satellite DARS (Digital Au-
dio Radio Service).

The commission called the move "the
first step toward providing the American
public with new multichannel, multilbmrat
digital radio services," citing its potential for
increased choices of over -the -air program -
Ming and service to currently unserved or
underserved areas and groups.

The band will be used strictly for satellite -
originated broadcasts, although terrestrial
repeaters (gap -fillers) within this band may
be allowed in urban zones where line -of -
sight to satellites is obstructed by tall build-
ings.

The R&O considers only the general
allocation, however, and includes no roles
for the service, nor any authorizations of
spectnnn to the service's four current pro-
ponents (American Mobile Satellite Corpo-
ration, CD Radio, Digital Satellite Broad-
casting Corporation and Primosphere Um-
ited Partnership) or any others. Further
action on satellite DABS is expected soon,
however, with several commissioners re-
portedly pushing hard to put satellite DABS
on a fast track

Included in this action is the transfer of
jurisdiction over satellite DARS from the
FCCs Mass Media bureau to its Interna-
tional bureau, where other similar satellite
services are handled. This change implies
that the service may not be held subject to
the same regulatory standards applied to
today's broadcasters under Mass Media's
jurisdiction.

Satellite DABS proponents generally wel-
comed the news, anticipating the FCC's
further action. In a representative com-
ment, CD Radio called the action an "enor-
mous step forward toward the inauguration
of a third radio band in the US."

The commission also reiterated support
in the proceeding for in -band terrestrial
DAB, which it feels will help promote the
future viability of local broadcasting. When
experimental studies report that such tech-
nologies are feasible, the FCC stated that it
will act "expeditiously" to implement them.

For further information, contact Lynn
Remly at 202-653-8108 or Ray laForge
at 202-653-8117 at the FCC Office of
Engineering and Technology.

Timex announces wristwatch
receiver project using subcaniers

Tunes( Corporation will join Data Broad-
casting Corporation (DBC) in developing a

wristwatch data receiver. Like the system
currently being deployed by rival watch-
maker Seiko, the Tunex/DBC receiver will
display news, sports and financial data trans-
mittal over FM subcaniers.

Under the terms of a joint agreement
between the companies, DBC will manage
the data transmission, and provide a
subcanier receiver module and antenna
system of its design to Timex, who will
manufacture and distribute the watch. DBC
already operates a network of FM data
subcarriers across the US. and Canada, and
will likely expand the system in conjunction
with this project. The service is set to begin
in 1996. The companies also will explore
the possibility of jointly developing other
wireless consumer products.

For further infirm -ration, contact Susie
Watson of Timex at 203-573-5764 or
Julie Craig of DBC at 415-571-1800.

RU -R amounces DAB format
recommendations

As expected. the Intemational Telecom-
munications Union's Radiocommunication
sector formerly the CCIR) has rec-
ommended the Eureka 147 system as a
preferred format for temstrial and satellite
DAR Eureka 147, which has been de-
signed to operate on transmission firquen-
des ranging between 30MHz and 3GHz,
has already been selected for use by many
countries, and a few have begun active
development of Eureka 147 DAB systems.

But the ITU-R actions stopped short of
declaring Eureka 147 as a world DAB
standard. It recommended that countries
on less of a fast track for satellite DAB also
consider a system jointly developed by the
Voice of America and the Jet Propulsion
laboratory, and left the (lc x w open le w other
future satellite DAB systems, provided they
conformed with certain minimum minim-
ments (as listed in rru-R Recommenda-
tion 789). For terrestrial DAB, a footnote to
the recommendation acklal that other sys-
tems arc still under development (such as
in -band DAB formats), and that these might
be considered for future 1TU-R action, if
they met some stated criteria (listed in rru-
R Recommendation 774). Whether in -
band systems can meet all of these require-
ments remains the subject of some debate.

In an apparent attempt to limit the in-
creasing divergence among international
DAB systems, the ITU-R's recommenda-
tions also contained some general language
encouraging countries to "...make efforts to
bring about as much as possible, harmoni-
zation with other system standards already
developed or (linen tly underdevelopment"

Both the Eureka 147 and VOA/JPL
systems are still under examination for US.
DAB use by the E1A and NRSC, along with
several in -band DAB systems. This process
is expected to lead to recommendations for
a stan(lanl US DAB format by late 1995 or
early 1996.

The full text of these actions is provided

News

in Recommendation nv-R BO 1130 (sat-
ellite DAB) and Recommendation II1J-R
BS 1114 (terrestrial DAB).

Atterrnarket auto sound system
sales soar

Consumer purchases of aftermarket car
audio systems increased at record pace
during 1994, growing at double digit rates
during the first half of the year. According to
figures from the Electronic Industries Asso-
ciation, overall aftemarket car audio sys-
tems' sales through June of 1994 tallied a
21% growth OUT the same period in 1993.
A significant portion of the products sold in
this category include AM/FM receivers.

Industry analysts credit the increase pri-
marily to growing public interest in mobile
electronics and high-fidelity audio repto-
duction in vehicles.

For further information, contact Cynthia
Upson or Jonathan Thompson at 703-
907-7500.

Recent FCC actions to keep
broadcasters busy

'n le new scar promises to be a hectic one
on the regulatory front, thanks to a flurry of
recent FCC activity. In a Report & Order
(R&O) issued in December 1994, the new
Emergency Alert System (FAS) was un-
veilal. It will begin to take effect July 1,
1995,when the current EBS alert signal will
be shortened to eight seconds. This will
require minor modifications to existing EBS
encoders and dec(xlers. On July 1, 1996,
the new EAS service will begin, which will
involve installation of new hardware and
institution of new operational procedures.
As broadcasters review the R&O, they are
discovering its true impact upon them. (The
next issue of RE Radio will include a full
description and analysis of FAS.)

The commission also issued a Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (NPR) on MM
Docket 94-130, which considers the issue
of unattended operation of broadcast sta-
tions. Citing improved reliability and stabil-
ity of broadcast equipment and the wide
availability of automation and remote -con-
trol systems, the FCC feels that it may be
appropriate to waive the requirement for a
licensed, on -duty operator at broadcast sta-
tions. This action may have significant im-
pact on radio station facilities and person-
nel Final action may be taken later this year.

For further information on FAS, contact
Helena JIitchell or Frank Lucia of the FCC
Field Opwed dons bureau at 202-418-1220.
For further information on unattended op-
eration, contactJames McNally or Gordon
Godfrey of the FCC Mass Mafia bureau at
202-418-2190.
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Business/People:
BUSINESS

Telos, Cleveland, has unveiled the
ZephyrNet, an ISDN-based point-to-
multipoint audio distribution system. The
ZephyrNet is a terrestrial method for trans-
mitting high -quality audio to a large and
readily expanded number of locations using
existing ISDN PRI service.

NVision has appointed Studio Supply
Company, Nashville; The Video Production
Systems Company, Miami; and Washington
Professional Systems, Wheaton, MD, as do-
mestic sales representatives. Studio Supply
Company will provide sales representation
in Tennessee. The Video Production Com-
pany will provide sales representation in
Florida, Puerto Rico, and the Caribbean.
Washington Professional Systems will pro-
vide sales representation in the greater Wash-
ington DC area.

Neotek, Chicago, has sold broadcast con-
soles to Swedish Radio at Gavle Radio, MTV
Sweden, Sormland, Uppsala, Stock, Blekinge,
Gotland, Norrkopping, and Koncert Hall.

Graff Electronic Machines, England, has
been commissioned by the BBC World Ser-
vice to develop a system to incorporate into
its *Read the News" ex-
hibit.

Russ Berger Design
Group has moved to 4006
Beltline, Suite 160, Dal-
las, TX 75244; phone
214-661-5222; fax 214-
934-3935.

Electronic Industries
Association/Consumer
Electronics Group (EIA/
CEG) reports that it has
established the Digital Au-
dio Radio (DAR) Con-
sumer Electronics Manu-
facturers Caucus to repre-
sent manufacturers' views
on DAB. Representatives
from most major audio
manufacturers interested
in DAB attended a meet-
ing and tour of the NASA
Lewis Research Center on
Sept. 12, 1994. EIA/CEG
has developed a working
charter for the caucus, in-
cluding subcommittees to
look at marketing and tech-
nical aspects of DAB.

The National Aeronau-
tics and Space Adminis-
tration (NASA) and CD
Radio have announced a

Space Act Agreement. Under the agree-
ment, joint tests will be conducted using the
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
(TDRSS) in connection with the establish-
ment of Direct Broadcast Satellite Radio
(DBS-R). The current testing and develop-
ment of DBS-R is being actively supported
by NASA Headquarters' Office of Space
Access and Technology and Office of Space
Communications with project responsibil-
ity at NASA's Lewis Research Center in
Cleveland. (See BE Radio, Nov. 1994).

Seiko Corporation and Seiko Epson Cor-
poration have announced plans to deploy a
high-speed global wireless network using
FM radio signals to distribute information.
The information will be distributed to de-
vices such as wristwatches and car stereos.

Differential Corrections Inc. has been is-
sued a countrywide operations license from
the UK Radio Authority. The license to
broadcast over the Classic FM radio net-
work provides broadcasting capability for
both differential GPS and real-time traffic
services throughout most of the United King-
dom.

Worldspace Corporation, Washington,
DC, held its first users' meeting for the new

Moving?
Take us with you.

Just peel off the subscription mailing
label and attach it to the address
change card located at the front of this
issue. Please allow 6-8 weeks to proc-
ess your address change.
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Tapeless Technology in Radio Applications
- the Users Point of View

SYPHA has published the results of an extensive survey into the use of
tapeless technology for cart replacement, station automation and production.

Over 500 radio stations in the United States and United Kingdom took part anc

the issues examined include:

 Awareness and opinion of systems and technology
 Reasons for system selection and purchase
 Expectations of system performance
 Operational and technical support
 Applications and features required
 Investment decisions and future plans
 Sources of information and advice

Broadcast Engineering magazine, AMS Neve. Basys, Broadcast Electronics,
Computer Concepts, Harris Allied, Korg, RCS, Sony and Studer Digitec
provided the sponsorship necessary to conduct the survey. However, the
method and results were independently managed by SYPHA.

SYPHA specializes in
providing consultancy and

research services on the use
of random access

technologies for audio and
picture recording, editing

and replay. Other
publications available from

SYPHA include:
 The Nonlinear Buyers

Guide - a buyers guide to
random access video

systems covering nonlinear
and mixed mode editors,

digitizing cards and
software, video disks,

video servers and RAM
stores;

 The Tapeless Directory -
a buyers guide to digital

audio workstations
covering production, post

production, cart
replacement and station

automation systems.

BE Radio readers are entitled to a reduced price of $325 (reg. $380). To order your copy of Tapeless Technology in Radio

Applications - the Users Point of View, enclose this ad with your order and mail to:

SYPHA, 216A Gipsy Road, London, SE27 9RB, UK
or telephone +44 181 761 1042, fax +44 181 244 8758

Global Radio Broadcasting System. The
meeting was held in Washington, DC,
and nearly 100 attendees from 20
countries participated. Radio broad-
casters that have signed channel reser-
vation agreements include Voice of
America, Radio Netherlands, Kenya
Broadcasting Corporation, and
MultiRadio of France.

Roland, Los Angeles, has reported
that radio station KLOS, Los Angeles,
is using the Roland SN-550 digital
noise eliminator in the production of a
compilation CD featuring highlights
from its popular morning show.

Fostex Research and Development,
Hanover, NH, and The Synclavier Com-
pany, Lebanon, NH, have announced
the formation of a strategic product
development alliance. The Synclavier
Company will integrate its S/Link batch
file of conversion software and EditView
graphic user interface software with the
Fostex family of Foundation 2000 digi-
tal audio workstations.

TFT, Santa Clara, CA, can supply
broadcasters with the equipment
needed to comply with the new Emer-
gency Alert System (EAS). The TFT

EAS 911 decoder and 912 encoder
fully comply with the new emergency
alerting requirements set forth by the
FCC. The new EAS requirements do
not support a specific system but do
describe technical characteristics.

Scientific-Atlanta, Norcross, GA, has
begun shipping the Encore DSR-3610
digital audio transmission system re-
ceiver. The Encore DSR-3610 uses
SEDAT audio compression technol-
ogy to compress digital audio signals.

The Harman Pro Group, has an-
nounced the formation of a new divi-
sion, the Studer Lexicon Digital Sys-
tems Group. The new division will be
responsible for developing, marketing
and distributing of Studer Editech and
Lexicon digital audio workstation prod-
ucts.

PEOPLE

Bret Brewer has joined the domestic
broadcast sales team at Continental
Electronics, Dallas, 1% Brewer will be
based in Dallas and his territory will
cover Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Loui-
siana, New Mexico and Colorado.

Hajime Yamachuchi has been elected
president ofTEAC America, Montebello,
CA.

Sean Bowers has joined the field sales
force at 360 Systems, Westlake Village,
CA. Bowers will be based in Denver and
can be reached by calling 303-932-
1134.

Nicholas Rose has been appointed as
director of audio engineering at Even-
tide, Little Ferry, NJ.

James D. Godfrey and Ronnie Pohler
have been named to positions with Marti
Electronics, Cleburne, TX. Godfrey has
been named director of sales and mar-
keting. Pohler is sales manager.

Joe Blacker of Audio Associates has
joined the sales team at Sabine,
Gainesville, FL Blacker will represent
Sabine professional audio products in
Virginia, Maryland and Delaware.

Ken Simons of Excellence Marketing
has joined the sales team at Sabine,
Gainesville, FL Simons will represent
Sabine pro audio products in North
Dakota, South Dakota and Minnesota.
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Neu Products

5V audio power amp
National Semiconductor Corporation

LM4860
and LM4861:
deliver a mini-
mum 500mW
(LM4861) or
1W (LM4860)
of continuous
average power
into an 8W load
with less than
1% total har-
monic distor-
tion plus noise
(THD+N) from
a 5V power supply; devices are specified for 5V opera-
tion but can operate as low as 2.7V with little degrada-
tion in performance; shutdown mode reduces supply
current consumption to less than linA (typ.), eliminat-
ing the need for an external FET; LM4860 has head-
phone sensing, which provides status flag and amplifier
muting when headphones are plugged into the system;
in 1,000 unit quantities, the ML4861 is available in an
8 -pin SOIC for $1.89 and the LM4861 in a 16 -pin
SOIC for $1.99.

Circle (153) on Reply Card

Multitrack
workstation
Roland
)1* DM -800: performs all digital audio operations from
recording to editing to track bouncing to final mix down;
the 8 -track recorder and 12 -channel mixing system is
housed in a 26x11 -inch package and weighs just over 12
pounds; offers non-destructive recording/editing, op-
tional ADAT communication bus, video display output,
optional RS -422 interface, 300 virtual tracks, full dy-
namic automation, MIDI integration and time compres-
sion; employs a 16 -bit linear recording data format with
selectable sampling rates of 4R-. 44.1- and 32kHz.

Circle (155) on Reply Card

Broadcast production DAW
Studer Editech

Dyaxis downsized model of Dyaxis II, without the
synchronization and expansion capabilities; the
VirtualMix feature allows a large number of tracks to be
output simultaneously, eliminating the playback restric-
tions imposed by disk bandwidth or dense edits; features
a built-in automated digital mixer, which provides level
control, panning, 5 -band parametric EQ and metering;
functional blocks include an ADB trackball, external
machine control, time code control, edit functions, fade
control and transport control; precision edit wheel sup-
plies scrub and shuttle control and can be used for
precision trimming of edits and fades.

Circle (150) on Repty Card

DAT recorder
TASCAM
)0. DA -P 1: por-
table DAT offers
full -featured
power of studio
model; features a
two -head design
and two direct -
drive motors;
maintains quality
and capability
from the studio using XLR-type mic/line inputs, complete
with phantom power; designed to accept a broad range of
signal levels from -60dBm to +4dBm; also offers unbalanced
RCA connectors for S/PDF digital I/O for direct digital
transfers; features A/D and D/A converters, SCMS-free re-
cording and support for nniltiple sample rates - 48-, 44.1 -
and 32kHz.

Circle (152) on Reply Card

Time code DAT recorder
Fostex Corporation of America
>0 D-25: features built-in SMPTE/EBU time code
generator/reader, an on -board chase/lock synchro-
nizer with offset, an RS -422 port and interface with
digital audio workstations; 16MB buffer allows for
automatic storage and access to audio for instant
start and insert edits; also features a 4-head/4-
motor rugged transport for off -tape confidence
monitoring, punch-in/out recording and variable
speed operation.

Circle (154) on Reply Card

Digital reverb
and effects
processor
Lexicon

PCM-80: fea-
tures digital and
balanced analog
interfaces, high-
performance 18 -
bit conversion and a 24 -bit internal digital bus; digital and
analog inputs can be mixed together, features a new dual-DSP
hardware platform, which includes the Lexichip II proprietary
VLSI chip, which supports the Motorola 56002 chip; a
proprietary digital audio and control bus links the two chips
and is controlled by another custom Lexicon chip.

Circle (156) on Reply Card

On -air audio console
Audioarts
Engineering
)0. R-60: features standard six -source line selector, mod-
ule extenders, gold contact switches, Penny & Giles faders,
Sifam meters, true modular construction, 16 -bit digital
audio performance and the Simple Phone module; open -
bus architecture allows for accessory and input modules to
be placed almost anywhere in the console; available in 8, 12
and 18 input module sizes with all models having two
additional input and/or accessory blank positions.

Circle (151) on Reply Card
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Codecs for remote
broadcasts
Intraplex
> Series 4400: switched
audio codccs include si-
multaneously operating
ISO/MPEG II encoder
and decoder, G.722 en-
coder and decoder, ISDN
terminal adapter, BOND-
ING compatible inverse
multiplexer, and a user

interface that promotes call setup on a single stroke; "remote software
upgrade" allows feature enhancements and changes to be sent to the
codec remotely; incorporates Philip, Ile( monies Musicore digital
signal processor for ISO/MPEG LIN( I II encoding.

Ord. (157) on Reply Card

External gain cell
unit
Mackie Designs

OTFO-34: designed
for use with Mackie's
8Bus series of mixers;
housed in a two-
rackspace chassis; incor-
porates 34 VCA gain cells,
providing automation for
up to 32 input channels and the consoles L/R master outputs; gain
cells are patched into the console's channel insert points via TRS
jacks on the rear panel; separate balanced send and return jacks in a
normal patch -bay arrangement are provided for each channel on the
front panel; all internal control functions are executed using standard
MIDI command protocols.

mein (158) on Reply Card

Hard disk sampler
360 Systems

DR550: professional digital audio re-
corder that acts like a sampler, providing
immediate access to 500 individual audio
cuts of any length; recordings are made with
Dolby AC -2 data compression and stored on
a two-hour internal hard drive; cuts arc
mapped to 50 panel -mounted buttons (hot -
keys) for ready access in 10 user -defined
groups; unit is self-contained and features a
bright two-line VF display, AES/EBU and S/
PDIF digital I/O, analog +4dBu I/O and a
printer drive; larger hard disk sizes of four
and eight hours are optional.

Circle (159) on Reply Card

ISO/MPEG digital audio codec
MPR Teltech Ltd and Philips Advanced
Development Centre

LIIBlue single -package unit includes a
built-in ISDN terminal adapter (s), four -chan-
nel H.221 multiplexer, G.722, G.711, all
ISO/MPEG Layer II sampling rates, remote
control capability and more.

Circle (160) on Reply Card

New Products

Digital audio workstation
Akai Digital
> DD1500: multitrack MO/hard-disk re-
corder/editor; dedicated system; comprises four
main units -DD1500m (main audio processor),
DD1500a (A/D and D/A converters), DD1500x
(disk -drive unit capable of housing up to two MO
drives or an MO drive and hard disk) and DL1500
(system controller); DD1500m offers 32 chan-
nels of audio processing; dedicated transport
keys access play. stop, rewind, fast forward and
record, and the jog wheel allows "reel rocking"
across all tracks simultaneously; features custom
video LSI for color graphics, extensive synchroni-
zation, flexible audio connections, removable
recording medium and upgradeable software for
future expansion.

Circle (161) on Reply Card

Digital optimizer
dB Technologies

dB3000: multifunction digital audio proces-
sor; provides sample -rate down conversion from
44,100 to 22,050 samples per second, bit re-
duction from 17 to 24 bits to 16 -bit format,
optimized digital transfers, jitter removal, cali-
bration, troubleshooting and multimedia devel-
opers tools; also features dither and noise-shap-
ing curves designed for multimedia, real-time
audition mode for immediate evaluation and
dynamic QuickFit processing for increased dy-
namic range in 8 -bit format.

Circle (162) on Reply Card

ISO/MPEG Layer II codec system
COMREX
)0- DX230: offers full bandwidth (15kHz or more) stereo audio to be sent
on a single basic rate ISDN phone line; implements G.722 algorithm for
communication with other G.722 coders; may be user configured via an
easy -to -use, push-button, front -panel interface for a variety of output data
rates, sampling rates and for stereo, joint stereo, dual mono or mono
operation; current mode, data rate and sampling rate may be displayed on
a backlit LCD, located on the front panel; features AES/EBU port for
sending pre -digitized audio and offers the asynchronous transfer of
ancillary data at a rate of 300- to 9600b/s, which allows for e-mail
messaging or other communication to a PC over the same ISDN line.

Circle (163) on Reply Card

STICK-ONsm
When Quality, Performance and Value Count

in Broadcast Utility Products,
Take a Closer Look at the Innovators, Look to RDL'

R D L Radio Design Labs
SPECIALISTS IN PRACTICAL PRECISION ENGINEERING

(805) 684-5415 or (800) 281-2683

Circle (10) on Reply Card
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New Products

Internal board
Advanced Digital Systems
)1, Radio Rock -It RDS: allows computer to
receive FM -stereo signals; displays radio text
information of the PC screen, including name
and artist of the music playing, traffic announce-
ments, news and weather updates; derives its
capabilities from the Radio Broadcast Data sys-
tem (RBDS), a subcarrier FM frequency that
transmits data; offers SRS surround sound, a five -

band graphic equalizer and an onscreen digital
paging system for subscribers.

Circle (164) on Reply Card

Omnidirectional microphone
Electra -Voice

RE5ON/D: features EV's patented neody-
mium (N/DYM) magnet structure, which results
in an evenly contoured pickup pattern with ex-
tended frequency response and increased sensi-
tivity; also features an Acoustalloy diaphragm,
which permits smooth response over a large
frequency band and protects the element against
the abuse of high humidity, extreme tempera-
ture, corrosive effects of salt air and severe me-
chanical shock DynaDamp shock mount offers
greater isolation and ruggedness, and the trans-
ducer is fitted with a high -mass internal case,
which is shock -mounted in the external case of
the microphone.

Circle (185) on Reply Card

Digital audio workstations
Sonic Solutions
)0 UltraSonic Processor: provides up to 16
channels of digital 1/0, up to 32 tracks of disk
playback and 32 filter sections; solves the com-
mon problem of how to put enough I/O and
audio processing power into a standard audio
workstation; a full 24 -channel system with eight
aux sends can be configured with only .two cards,
leaving one slot available in the Power Macintosh
for a video card or other plug-in hardware.

Sonic Power Station, Sonic Radio Station,
Power Station Plus: new entry-level systems
based on the SSP-3 DSP card, previously the
workhorse of the entire Sonic System line; Sonic
Power provides two channels of digital I/O,
playback up to eight channels from a single hard
disk, and background loading to the hard disk;
Sonic Radio features Time Twist and 48- to
44.1kHz sample rate conversion; Power Station
Plus offers four channels of digital I/O, playback
of 12 channels from a disk, background unload-
ing and loading from the hard disk

Orel* (170) on Reply Card

Multipair digital
audio cables
GEPCO International
A* Model 552402 and
Model 552408: de-
signed for use in digital
audio and time code ap-
plications; maintain
110W AES/EBU time
code requirements, con-
form to NEC Article 800
and are UL Listed Type CM; cables use two solid polyethylene rods
to contribute to the mechanical and electrical stability of the cable;
also features 24 -gauge tinned copper conductors, individually shielded
and jacketed pairs and an alphanumeric surface print for easy repair
identification.

Circle (167) on Reply Card

Audio processor and software
Cutting Edge Technologies

Unity AM: complete, multiband AM processor designed to enable
AM stations to tailor their broadcast sound to exacting standards not
previously possible.
10. Unity remote software: for Unity 2000i and Unity AM broadcast
processors; allows station personnel to control their processing from
their offices, homes or cars, enabling them to evaluate the sound of
their station in real world listening environments and make adjust-
ments as needed; operates on an IBM-compatible computer running
DOS and supporting VGA graphics; ideal for state -run and private
networks that broadcast identical programming from multiple sites.

Circle (166) on Reply Card

PCMCIA interface
and translator
Audio Precision
> PCM-DOS: interface
card for System One au-
dio test, fits in standard
PCMCIA card slots pro-
vided on most notebook
and sub -notebook com-
puters, eliminating the
need for an ISA bus slot on
the host computer or a
*docking station"; available
in mid -February 1995 as a stand-alone or interface upgrade when
ordered with a new System One.
10. GAT -1: GPIB-to-APIB translator allows users to operate their
System One either via their existing interface or from and IEEE -488
GPIB controller, operates independently of the audio analyzer, thus
specialized industrial systems for DC measurements or switching
alone may be configured.

Circle (169) on Reply Card

Digital audio
recorder
Sony Electronics
)11- PCM-800: uses the DTRS digital multitrack standard; designed
for audio -for -video post -production applications; offers professional
sound quality, excellent reliability, standard professional audio inter-
facing capability and full capability with other DTRS format digital
multitrack recorders; features AES/EBU digital and XLR analog I/O
and incorporates all basic audio' functions, including precise auto
punch in/out using advanced digital crossfade technology and
external synchronization capability with SMPTE/EBU time code;
format records eight discrete channels of 16 -bit PCM audio at 48 or
44.1kHz sampling rates.

Circle (168) on Reply Card
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Pro iot

COMING IN THE NEXT ISSUE...

Cover Story: Talk Radio
It's hot and increasingly high-tech. Learn

about the latest in telephone interfacing,
audio processing, facility' design and com-
puter applications for talk radio in this
comprehensive feature. This is a must -
read for any station doing news and talk
programming.

NAB '95 Preview
Be a step ahead of the crowds in Las

Vegas with BE Radio's exclusive pre -show
coverage. You'll find everything you need
to know about NAB '95's radio technol-
ogy in one convenient package, covering
both the conference sessions and the
exhibit floor. Be sure to make it part of
your convention planning.

Special Report: A First Look at
E AS

Plans for the new Emergency Alerting
System, successor to FRS, have recently
been revealed by the FCC. This in-depth

report will present an analysis of what the
changes will mean for radio stations over
the next few years.

Managing Technology:
Consultant Kirk Hamack tells manag-

ers everything they need to know about
filing for minor changes with the FCC.

Contract Engineering:
Engineers won't want to miss this pre-

sentation of how to handle contracts and
other legal matters, from fellow engineer
(and lawyer) Mike Starling,

RF Engineering:
John Battison considers the engineer's

rite of spring maintenance.

Plus BE Radio's usual slate of
industry news, business and new
product information - all
headed your way in the March/
April issue.

...And in the coming months:
Look for in-depth coverage of automa-

tion systems, radio production equip -

ClassifiedAdvertising
II A T E S

Advertising rates in BE Radio Classified Sec-
tion are $45 "per column inch. per insertion There
is a one inch minimum

Ads may also be purchased By -The -Word for
$1 75 per word. per insertion Initials and abbre-
v ations count as full words. Minimum charge is
$30 per insertion

Contact
Renee Hambleton

at
(913) 967-173 2

or fax
(9 1 3) 967-1 735
to advertise in

BE Radio Classifieds.

SERVICES

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV
Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork

2684 State Route 60 RD *1
Londonville, OH 44842

419-994-3849

CHAN & ASsru I I ES

Ftt MINE. DEVELOPMENT  S

Curtis J. CHAN
CIDENT

2212 tiLXILAGE WAY
Fut.uarroN. CA 92633
PMONE: (714) 447-4993
FAX: (714) 578-0284
Prop IC (714) 506-1357

Antennas
Transmission Line
Filters

DIELECTRIC
Gsa 'nit of General Signal Corporation

P.O. Box 949
Tower Hill Road JAY S. MARTIN
Raymond, Maine 04071 Manager. FM Systems
800-341-9678
FAX: 207-655-7120

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates. Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave
Peoria. Illinois 61604

(309) 673-7511
FAX (309) 673-8128

Member AFCCE

liery'r situ' you get when you advertise
in BE Radio...
 exposure to :2.500 radio professionals who can bus

product/sers ice
 an editorial package that helps our readers with realists

solutions to technology and equipment problems.
 20% discount on sour ad when sou adsert se in lxgtlil

Radio and Broadcast Engineering in the same month
Classified Displas Rates:

545/column inch or $1.7.5iyoord
Ad chising is 1315 of the month proceeding publication.

Call Renee Hambleton at 913-967-1732 or
fax your ad to 913-967-1735.

ment, datacasting technolok; the radio
air chain, digital audio coding and an
update on progress toward digital radio
broadcasting. You'll also see our annual
industry salary survey, numerous Field
Reports reviewing hot new products, and
coverage of major trade shows - includ-
ing BE Radio's exclusive "Pick Flits of
NAB," the top 10 radio products at NAB
'95.

Meanwhile, our columnists will con-
sider these topics throughout 1995:

Managing Technology: Hiring a con-
tract engineer, EPA rules on RF radiation,
owner maintenance, and computer ap-
plications for radio station management

Contact Engineering Billing and col-
lection, insurance and indemnification,
finding new clients, and handling mul-
tiple clients.

RF Engineering Tower inspections,
antenna and tower grounding, antenna
measurements, and station proofs -of -
performance.

It you have a topic you'd like to see ad-
dressed, let us know. Respond via the BE

Radio FAXback line at 913-967-1905 or via
e-mail to beradio@intertec.com.

FOR SALE

'TRAVIS "YOUR BROADCAST PARTS SOURCE"
('LAROSTAT DUAL AUDIO POTS 8' "VFLCRO" CABLE TIES

IIX 4 -UP S19.00ea. 100 PK. SI50.00 10PK. S17.00

IDOK 44.'P $25.00 SWITCHCRAFT UM/A.3F
()PEN ACCOUNT wrni P.O. 10- UP $1.95es.

On Approval
1-800-334-1017

"Great article!
Can we get copies for our
clients and sales force?"

Whe.her It's an article,
ad, or an interesting column, take advantage of
this unique opportunity to promote your
business
and products through
reprints - available from
this magazine. Reprints
are great promotional
pieces and make
exec/lent marketing
tools ... all at
a minimal cost.

Available in full -color
or black & white,
repents can be
obtained from any
issue.

For a free price quote, contact Chris Lotesto,
toll -free at 800-458-0479

or 312-435-2357.
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AD INDEX SALES OFFICES

Page Number
Reader
Service Number

Advertiser
Hotline

Audio Precision 5 11 800-231-7350
Belar Electronics Laboratory 37 9 610-687-5550
Continental Electronics IBC 2 214-381-7161
Dalet Digital Media Systems 29 21 140-380-139
Dalet Digital Media Systems 27 20 140-380-139
Dalet Digital Media Systems 25 19 140-380-139
Dalet Digital Media Systems 23 18 140-380-139
Fostex Corp. of America 7 12 800-7-FOSTEX
Harris Allied

1 4 217-222-8200
Henry Engineering 37 8 818-355-3656
Lightwave Systems, Inc. 33 15 214-741-5142
Mackie Designs 11 17 800-258-6883
NAB/Multimedia World 19 202-429-5350
Orban, Div of AKG Acoustics 3 5 510-351-3500
Prophet Systems, Inc. 35 16 308-284-3517
Radio Design Labs 45 10 805-684-5415
Register Data Systems 15 14 800-521-5222
Roland Corp US 9 6 213-685-5141
Scott Studios Corp 13 13 800-330-3004
Shure Brothers, Inc IFC 1 800-25-SHURE
Wheatstone Corporation BC 3 315-452-5000

EDITORIAL
Brad Dick, Editor

Radio Editor
Steve Epstein, Technical Editor
Dawn Hightower, Senior Associate Editor
Deanna Rood, Associate Editor
Tom Cook, Senior Managing Editor
Carl Bentz, Directory Editor
ART
Kim Bracken. An Director. Special Prr4ects

BUSINESS
Raymond E. Maloney, President
Cameron Bishop, Group Vice President
Dennis Triola, Publisher
Tom Brick, Marketing Director
Stephanie Hanaway,GroupDirector,Sperial Projects
Kathryn Buckley, Promotions Manager
Sandra Tomczak, Promotions Coordinator
Dec Unger, Director Advertising Senices
Nancy Hupp, Advertising Production Manager
Annette Hulsey, Classified Advertising Coorrlinator
Pat Eisenman, Senior Ad Production Coordinator
Susan Jones, Advertising Coordinator
Chris Coughlin, list Rental Sales Representative
Doug Coonrod, Corporate An Director
Barbara Kummer, Circulation Director
Eunice Longanecker, Circulation Manager
Customer Service: 913-967-1711 or 800-441-0294

TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Jerry Whitaker, Contributing Editor
Richard Dean. European Correspondent
Eric Neil Angevine, Broadcast Acoustics
John H. Battison,Antennas/Radiation
Dennis Ciapura, Radio Technology
Dane E. Erickson, P.F-, Systems Design

John Kean, Subcarrier Technology
Donald L Markley, Transmission Facilities
Harry C. Martin, Legal
Curtis Chan, Audio/%ideo Technology

initk44) TM

MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS
Sustaining Members of:

Acoustical Society of America
Society of Broadcast Engineers
Society of Motion Picture and TV Engineers

Member, American Business Press MP
Member, BPA International VBPA
BROADCAST ENGINEERING is edited for cor-
porate management, engineers/technicians and
other station management personnel at commercial
and educational radio and TV stations, teleproduc-
tion studios, recording studios, CATA and CC1V
facilities and government agencies. Qualified per-
sons include consulting engineers and dealer/dis-
tributors of broadcast equipment.

SUBSCRIPTIONS:Non-qualified persons may sub-
saibe at the following rates United States and Canada:
one year, $50.00. Qualified and non -qualified per-
sons in all other countries; oneyear. $60.00 (surface
mail); $115.00 (air mail). Subscription information:
P.O. Box 12937, Overland Park, KS 66282-2937.

Authorization to photocopy items for internal or
personal use, or the internal or personal use of
specific clients, is granted by Intertec Publishing.
provided that the base fee of US. $2.00 per copy,
plus U.S. $00.00 per page is paid directly to Copy-
right Clearance Center, 222 Rosewood Drive, Dan-
vers, MA 01923. The fee code for users of the
Transactional Reporting Service is ISSN 0361-
°942/1995 $2.00+00.00. For those organiza-
tions that have been granted a photocopy license by
CCC, a separate system of payment has been ar-
ranged. Prior to photocopying items for educational
classroom use, please contact C('C at 508-750-
8400. Organizations or individuals with large quan-
tity photocopy or reprint requirements should con-
tact Chris Lotesto, 312-435-2357.

CORRESPONDENCE
Editorial and Advertising: 9800 Metcalf, Overland
Park, KS 66212-2215. Telephone:913-341-1300;
Editorial Fitz:913-967-1905 Advt.Fgc 913-067.1904.
C 1995 by Intertec Publishing
All rights reserved.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK
Gordon & Associate
Josh Gordon
210 President Street
Brooklyn, NY 11231
Telephone: (718) 802.0488
FAX (718) 522.4751

Joanne Melton
888 7th Avenue, 38th Floor
New York, NY 10106
Telephone: (212) 332.0628
FAX (212) 332.0663

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Vytas Urbonas
55 East Jackson, Suite 1100
Chicago, IL 60604
Telephone: (312) 435.2361
FAX (312) 922.1408

AGOURA HILLS, CALIFORNIA
Duane Hefner
5236 Colodny Ave., Suite 108
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
Telephone: (818) 707.6476
FAX (818) 707.2313

SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA
MC2 Magazine Communications
Marketing Corp.

Jason Perlman
Telephone: (310) 458.9987
FAX (310) 393.2381
OXFORD, ENGLAND
Richard Woolley
Intertec Publishing Corp.
Unit 3, Farm Business Centre
Clifton Road, Deddington,
Oxford OX15 4TP England
Telephone: +44 (0) 1869 338794
FAX +44 (0) 1869 338040
Telex: 837469 BES G

TOKYO, JAPAN
Mashy Yoshikawa
Orient Echo, Inc.
1101 Grand Maison
Shimomiyabi-Cho 2-18
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 162, Japan
Telephone: (3) 3235-5961
FAX (3) 3235-5852
Telex J-33376 MYORIENT

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
OVERLAND PARK, KANSAS
Renee Hambleton
P.O. Box 12901
Overland Park, KS 66282
Telephone: (913) 967.1732
FAX (913) 967.1735

LIST RENTAL SERVICES
REPRESENTATIVE
Chris Coughlin
9800 Metcalf
Overland Park, KS 66212-2215
Telephone: (913) 967-1928
Fax (913) 967-1872

OINTERTL=CPUBLISHING
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With this new solid state IPA.
addition to To reduce opera -
Continental's tional comp,exity,
816R Series of our 30 kW fea-
FM Broadcast tures ccmple:e
Transmitters front DaTel con -

there's no need to trol and status
think turning 33 indicator arrays,
will make life breakers and
more difficult. performance
Features like monitors Unlike
our patented "older" competi-
"Soft-StartTM" Continental 816R Series 30 kW FM Transrritter tive units, with
SCR circuit, automatic power output control, designs requiring external help, Conti -le -liars
automatic filament voltage regulation. auto- 3C kW is completely self-contained. The
matic power interrupt cycle, and dual VSWR pcwer supply anc harmonic filter are internal
protection circuitry all help keep this 30 kW to the positive pressure cabinet, significantly
running at peak perfo-mance! reducing floor space and installation require-

ments.
And Continen:al's 816R Series 30 kW is easy
to keep in shape. Major components and
assemblies are boated for easy maintenance
access, including the slide -drawer mcunted.

So turning 30 is not really as difficult as you
m ght think... not witiConzinental's 816R 30
kW FM Broadcast Transmitter!

11.94-103

For nearly 50 years, Continental Electronics has provided excellence in broadcast
transmission products worldwide. Refuse to compromise... call Continental first!

P.O. BOX 270879  DALLAS, TEXAS 75227-0819  214/3E1-7161  FAX: 214/381-4949

Circle (2) Reply Card



Every City Has One.

4Wheatrtone

A Nurirtber One Station.
The A-6000 On -Air Console is for you.

7305 Performance Drive, Syracuse, NY. 13212
(tel 315-452-5000 /fax 315-452-0160)

Circle (3) on Reply Card




